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INTRODUCTION

"We are in danger of losing more than a century of the human
record....Books containing the acidic seeds of their own destruction
continue to be produced by the millions, storing up problems for the
Future, failing to provide a permanent record of our own times."1

If that does not arouse concern then consider Richard Smith's statement
that "it is very optimistic to believe that libraries, in the year 2000, will be
able to circulate very many of the books published between 1900 and
1960." R.D. Rogers, university librarian at Yale, dramatized the danger in
yet another way when he observed that: "At Yale we sweep up a book a day
from our stacks. Unfortmately the pieces weren't of the same book."3
Many librarians, the guardians of this priceless heritage, continue to
regard the problems of paper preservation as greatly exaggerated, too
massive to concentrate on, or less important than the daily fight to main-
tain services. Welsh, of the Library of Congress (which receives about 1150
new books each working day), points out that the acidic destruction of
books is "the greatest crisis facing scholarship today."' A careful, realistic,
open-minded examination of several facets of our tapidy deteriorating
collections of paper records might well persuade socially conscious, farsee-
ing, prudent librarians to emulate the Dutch boy by plugging the leaks so
the dam does not break. Carolyn Morrow encapsulates the prevailing trend
well when she points out that: "Preservation can no longer be dismissed as
a luxury program for a few elite research libraries."3

The problems of paper permanence are tightly interwoven with resource
sharing, shrinking budgets, cooperative cataloging, printers' inertia, a
rapidly changing technology, and many other far-ranging aspects of
library science. "Conservation is a popular topic, or, more accurately,
discussing conservation is a popular activity. The demand is heard that
something should be done about conservation, but the concept is often
hazy and there is no clear understanding of its content, its scope or to whom
the demand should be addressed! This paper intends to provide some
clarification of this 'hazy" concept and some practical steps for virtually
any librarian to take. In an effort to deal with a manageable subsection of
the complex issue, this paper concentrates on three interrelated aspects of
paper perservation: the nature of the problem, the extent of the damage,
and recommendations for action. The nature of the problem involves
examination of the causes of deterioration, the validity of current scientific
methods, various complicating factors, and our current tools for creating a
solution. An examination of the extent of the problem involves an under-
standing of tl "useful life" of an item, a realistic determination of how
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many books need immediate attention, and what cost is involved. Recom-
mendations for future action include microforms, librarians' full involve-
ment, local plans, and national plans. Concentration on these three broad
aspects of the paper preservation issue should supplement an understand-
ing of the complexity of this problem even though familiar topicssuch as
paper history, practical application, and rare book restorationwill be
only briefly mentioned 7

NATURE OF PRESERVATION PROBLEMS

In 1970 Richard Smith noted that the "disintegration of books has been
predicted by generations of librarians, but the books still stand upon the
shelves, embrittled perhaps, but intact. To explain this, we must under-
stand that the real-life rate of deterioration is not a straight line. It is an
exponential curve...."9 This basic characteristic of paper deterioration
remains a necessary aspect of any real understanding of the nature of this
problem. With that basic premise in mind, an examination of the causes of
paper deterioration can be useful in understanding this complex issue.

Causes of Paper Deterioration

Paper is not an inherently weak material; although "it is not as durable as
parchment, paper can match its permanence if it is manufactured and
stored properly."9 Four factors affect the "proper" storage of books: bio-
logical causes (such as vermin, mold, and fungus), physical elements (such
as heat, light, and moisture), defects (such as originally acidic paper or
ink), and human abuse.w Indirectly, if not absolutely, man is the source
and instigator of these problems: man as manufacturer, user, amateur
conservator, and custodian sets up the conditions which encourage or
retard deterioration!' "Men are unquestionably the greatest enemies or the
materials on which they record their thoughts."12 With the exception of
stone and metal written records, all documents are:

Vulnerable: clay to worms; papyrus to Insects and moisture; bark, wood
and palm leaves to termites and other inset ts, and leather and linen to rot
and insects....11 has been reported that some three thousand years ago,
papyrus scrolls were dried and unrolled after every rainy season to
determine whether the rain had washed off the ink writing. For prott :-
lion against the insects, humidity and dust, the Egyptians, Greek. and
Romans stored their scrolls in cylindrical boxes of wood mid ivory....I3

Kathpalia estimated over 20 years ago that as much as 20% of the world's
books may have been destroyed by rodents."
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Acid
The turn of the century saw a new era with man as the researcher when
Edwin Sutermeister tested six papers manufactured between 1896 and 1901
for acidity and strength. In 1929 he retested the samples and reported that:

"all of the acid samples were badly discolored and absolutely without
strength while the lime mud sample was much whiter and seemed as
strong as ever." He concluded that "the nature of the fibert content...[isj
not the vital [factor] but that the damage is probably due to the acidity
caused by the alum used in sizing."I5

What Sutermeister suspected in 1929 was confirmed by W. J. Barrow 30
years later. In a series of experiments, lasting until his death, Barrow noted
that "the acidity of the weakest papers is, on the average, from six to ten
times as great as that of the strongest. "16 He also found that the "principal
sources of this acidity are probably from alum rosin sizing, residual chlo-
rides from the bleaching, and a breakdown in some of the oxidizable
carbohydrates found in chemical wood fibers."17 In other words, it was
only indirectly true that the change from rag (or linen) to wood affected the
quality of paper. A brief elaboration from the Cunhas amplifies this
fundamental problem:

Paper deterioration became serious in 1774 when Kar! William Scheele, a
Swedish apothecary, isolated chlorine, which, within a short time, was
being used for `.;.aching paper....The important fact about acid in paper
is that since acid is catalitic and nonvolatile even small amounts can
hydrolyze very large amounts of cellulose. The insidious thing about
sulfur dioxide is that...much of the gas penetrates deeply into the fibers of
paper in books and then is oxidated into acid, therefore initiating dam-
age between the covers of books that have been unopened for years and in
which one would expect the paper to be reasonably safe....Sulfur dioxide
is by no means the only source of acid in paper. An equally dangerous
source is the potassium aluminum sulfate (alum) in alum/rosin
size.... Major sources of acid in paper are sulfur dioxide in polluted air,
lignon in wood pulp, alum-rosin sizes, residual bleaching chemicals,
iron gall ink, and migration from other materials.°

With Barrow's work as a basis, other scientists have continued to explore
the acidity of oaper.19

After the impact of acidity became commonly accepted, further work
determined the rate of acidic deterioration. "The physical properties of a
paper change little during the greater part of the cellulose
degradation...until it reaches a critical range below which the 'paper
rapidly loses strength and becomes embrittled if the degradation
continues. -20 As the "average pH of the papers produced in the last three
decades of the [nineteenth] century was low,..." a large number of books are
already well past the critical range.21

5
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As research continued, new sources of arid were discovered outside of the
at tual papermaking process. Barrow noted a clue to this new source of
trouble when he observed that "books stored in urban areas are more acidic
than those kept in rural locations...."12 As the city pollutants grew more
severe, new researc h found thai the "quantity of acidic materials that
develops in books during library storage as a consequence of natural
degradation processes or by the absorption of air pollutants, may exceed
the quantity introduc ed as aluminum sulfate during popermaking."23 By
1973 Lyth Hudson's conclusion was commonly accepted as valid: "[acid-
ity] in paper normally arises from sizing...[but] may also be picked up from
the atmosphere, particularly from sulphur-dioxide."24

An accurate understanding of acid's effect on paper has helped in work
toward the creation of a nonacidic, even a lka line, paper. As was discovered
early on, many papers which are "mildly alkaline or neutral, have held up
beautifully for the past 300 to 800 years."25 Some practitioners have gone so
far as to note that today the "term 'acid-free' is both dated and
nebulous.... For example, there are 'acid-free' (i.e., pH neutral or higher)
pap:rs which will quickly become acid and 'acid-free' papers which con-
tain substances such as sulfur and lignon which will harm photographic
zirtifacts."8 Such viewpoints emphasize the fact that original acid is only
one of the factors involved in this complex problem.

Temperature
Temperature remains a critical factor in any discussion of paper strength
as higher temperatures speed up the chemical reactions caused by acidity
which ultimately speeds up the deterioration. Feller reported that "a
particular paper...will lose half of its strength...in 490 years when stored at
78 [degrees] F. If it is stored at 862.1degrees] F., this paper should deteriorate
to the same degree in 88 years." He also warned that "radiators, electric
lights o- anything else that raises the temperature of the rooms where
books and manuscripts are kept thus will speed up the deterioration of the
paper and Lindings in a highly predictable manner."28 Mary Ri tzen tha ler
noted that it "has been estimated that the useful life of paper is approxi-
mately cut in half with every 10 [degree] F increase in temperature."n
Unfortunately, Hudson's comment on this problem is still essentially
accurate: "storage temperature is important but has been largely
ignoled....''35

If high temperatures are harmful to books it does not necessarily follow
however, that freezing them wholesale solves the problem.

If we assume that the lowest temperature possible is the best for the
preservation of books, there are at least [two] factors w'lich dictate lower
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limits. The obvious one, of course, is people ...If books were stored below
a certain temperature, moist ure would condense on them, r ausinf dam-
age, when they were brought out into a "people- area" for use.3

As a general solution for long-term use, the problems of extremely cold
temperatures (incompatability with patrons and staff, moisture damage,
and lengthy waits for the slowly warmed materials) must outweigh the
benefits gained in preservation. Unfortunately, the "conditions which
make a favorable environment for people are not the same as those which
are conducive to the preservation of library materials, the oft-repeated
myth to this effect notwithstanding."32 Nevertheless, the effect is so dra-
matic that cold storage may well serve as a temporary emergency measure
to preserve endangered materials. Merely "lowering normal storage
temperature by 25 [degrees] c. can increase a paper's life ten times."33 Since
temperature strongly interacts with acidity in the deterioration of paper,
any long-term solution to the problem must account for both of these
fac tors.

Other Causes of Paper Deterioration
A large number of other factors add to the problem ofsraper deterioration
and often receive separate treatment in the literature. The worst of these
follow: excessive humidity or dryness, rough use, pollutants, vandalism,
and the extremes of both light and dark35

Only one item has been removed from that list in this century and that is
fiber content, long thought to be a factor in paper permanence. However,
"rag content itself is no guarantee of permanence."33 The other factors
prove all too common in research libraries. "Fluorescent lamps..., unless
filtered, tend to fade bindings and manuscripts more rapidly than the 'old
fashioned' fixtures that they may have replaced."37 While light affects
paper, three factors "control the degree to which light causes damage to
library materials." These are distribution, intensity, and duration.38 Many
of these factors are even more damaging in combinations. "For example,
the rate of many chemical reactions is dependent on both temperature and
water. Thus, the combination of high temperature and high humidity
accelerates the action of alum-rosin sizing to generate sulphuric acid in
paper. The air surrounding library materials hosts several damaging
agents, such as dust and fungus spores.° "All impurities in the air are
harmful to books....[Therefore the] Library of Congress has specified a
minimum filtration efficiency of 95 percent."41 Such guidelines or stan-
dards are not commonly spelled out quite so specifically, but all of these
factors are gmerally recognized as dangerous.°

7
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Summary of These Causes

The major causes of paper deterioration, acid and temperature, are com-
pounded by other fac tors such as light, humidity, dust, and fungus. Any
effort to solve these problems involves al complex array of interdependent
aspects of library service. If lights are lowered or put on timers then both
staff and patrons suffer some degree of Inconvenience. If buildings are
redesigned to avoid windows that txtur light, h. at, and dust on bookstac ks
then budgets. aesthetics. and wmfort are brought into play.43 Tempera-
tures low enough to cause any significant retardation of deterioration may
also retard the patrons' ability to turn pages. Systematic inspection for
fungal and rodent damage may require more staff time than is available.
While these problems are certainly not Insurmountable, they ate involved
in any serious attempt to c ompletely alleviate the causes of paper deteriora-
tion. As true now as it was over a decade ago is the Cunhas's conclusion
that the "reasons for this catastrophe are now understood and there is an
inc reasing awareness by librarians that something must be done."'"

PROBLEMS WITH TEST VALIDITY

Serious research into the causes of pawl deterioration implicitly assumes
the use of valid testing procedures. The two basic raethods used in testing
paper strength ate the MIT Foldiry Endurance Tester° (or some variation
of it), and the at tificial aging test. Even though these two are in common
use and most of the modern permanence claims are, in some degree, based
on them, they requently fail to deliver sharply accurate information. "In
spite of much research work, it is impossible to predict the permanence of
individual samples really prec isely front artificial aging tests, though the
fac tors to affec t aging are fairly clear.'47 In 1976, for example, P. Lunar and
R.D. Cardwell conducted some research into the accuracy of the folding
endurance and aging tests. They concluded that it "remains...to correlate
the more complex mechanical tests such as folding endurance with pre-
ruptive behavior....Rankings in stability obtained at ekvated temperatures
should be extrapolated [carefully].... "'6 The development of the Arrhenius
method of artificial aging may only have spiked the existing controversy.
As E.L. Graminski et al. reported in 1978, "the predictions of permanence
[based on the Arrhenius approac h] may be just as misleading as those
obtained in the single temperature method....The results of this investiga-
!ion dearly demonstrate the need to establish the optimum temperature
and moisture conditions for accelerated aging tests for paper."49 However,
Wilson and Parks reported in 1980 that their "Comparison of Accelerated
Aging of Book Papers in 1937 with Thirty-six Years of Natural Aging"
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showed that the "changes...that occurred during accelerated aging...cor-
related well with changes...that occurred after 36 years of natural aging."56

Conflicts Among Experts in the Field

Even more disturbing are conflicts among experts in the field. Despite the
general acceptance of his work, even B'rrow's "conclusions that acidity is
the major factor in causing deterioration have been queried by some others.
Dixon and Nelson...concluded that acidity...is of second importance and
the structure of the sheet appears to be the determining factor."'" These
differences, it must be remembered, refer to the degree of accuracy in
general rather than to the ultimate conclusion. While such debates among
active scientists are inevitable in virtual!), any new field, this intermittent
questioning of the basic tests may prove detrimental to large-scale preser-
vation efforts.

Patti Banks noted in 1974 that "scientists disagree even about what the
optimum [relative humidity level] is, leaving aside any ?tactical considera-
tions."52 In a project centered on locating different copies of the same
books in libraries throughout the country, Norman Schaffer found that the
"physical condition of a given book...[varied] considerably, presumably
because of variations in the amount and kind of use and in the conditions
of storage."53 In 1964 Gordon Williams flatly stated that "use...is a signifi-
cant factor in t3aper deter ioration."54 Nevertheless, Smith contradicts them
both when stating that his "findings also suggest that the makeup of the
original paper, the location of the library and its storage practices are more
important factors than use by_patrons is in determining the useful life of
research library collections." While most librarians, publishers, and
scientists agree with the dismal conclusion that the papers of this century
are weak, Leonard Shatzkin points up the positive side of the! icture when
he notes that some of "today's papers...are considerably stronger than the
papers used 100 years ago or even...twenty-five years ago."56

Summary (.f Test Validity Problems

These differences seem relatively Aninor, however, as general agreement
remains intact on the main issue. "Although there are unresolved technical
arguments about the validity of artificial aging tests, everyone agrees that
acid causes paper to disintegrate?"" The paper in books of this century and
much of the last century, will not last as long as the need for those books
lasts unless effective measures are taken soon. When discussing a creed for
these materials in the centuries to come, Morrow's point is well taken when
she states that, despite various controversies, "over the accuracy of acceler-
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ated aging tests, recent research Implies that the correlation, while not
exact, is accurate enough for long-term predictions of paper permanence
or impermanence."58 Warren Haas underscored the real issue in all of this
conflict among experts and tests when he wrote that, quite simply, our
knowledge of the chemical reasons for the deterioration of book paper is
still imperfect."59

These problems will ultimately affect libraries in several ways. Membersof
Congress may look at the inner conflicts and be that much less willing to
appropriate funds for a solution. Librarians may use these rather minor
variations as a handy excuse to put off dealing with paper preservation in
their own libraries. It remains possible that the ultimate damage may
result: on the basis k 4 incomplete or inaccurate informationsuch as an
erroneous relative humidity love; the nation may set aside the sole copies
of certain %,z....ued books only to lose them. For all of these reasons the
conflicts among experts and the questionable validity of accepted testing
methods must be examine.:, researched, and so far as is possible, resolved.

COMPLICATING FACTORS

Most of the problems of paper deteroration are well understood. "Recogni-
tion, however, does not mean action."66 While understanding the causes of
paper deterioration and debates within the field are useful, various other
aspects of the nature of paper preservation complicate any planned solu-
tion still further. Six major questions deserve attention although many
others still exist.

What is Being Saved?

First, what exactly is being saved or preserved? One sector holds that our
'first principle' then, is that information is different than books."61 In that
case the book remains important only if the physical record offers informa-
tion in itself. The other sector obviously holds that the book must be
preserved if at all possible. In this case the book is always intrinsically
important if only ls the authoritative source for ;01 t opies. One proponent
of this philo,cohy stated chat:

Ideally, selection should be based on bo ig both distinctive
bindings and covering, as well as notewot.. L,...tent....a book's value
can be found in what may be called special production editions. Such
include: (1) authoritative, (2) first, (3) facsimile, (4) enlarged, (5) illus-
trated, (6) limited, '7) exclusive, (8) iit.:,xe or gold-edged editions.82
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No matter whether the principle of saving the book or the contents is more
important, most librarians would agree that "library materials should be
rationally selected for discard on the basis of need rather than discarded
because chemical reactions have caused them to deteriorate beyond use."63

This question implicitly involves another issue. What does it mean to be
"preserved"? Gordon Williams states that "our problem is to insure the
continuous availability...of all significant written records."" Any plan
which preserves books without providing a method of easy access may
hoard material but it probably fails to save it in any sense that patrons or
librarians would find meaningful. In examining the options available "we
must exercise the greatest critical judgement in determining in what form
we will preserve materials or their intellectual content....'''

Which Items Get Saved?

The second question so intertwines with the first that they deserve exami-
nation in tandem. Is every written item to be saved or only a portion, and if
3o, then what portion? Certainly "it would be madness to spend a dollar a
page to deacidify, laminate and rebind a dog-eared government pamphlet
on poultry-raising or a crumbling city directory."" Librarians also recog-
nize that policies "based on the assumption that all materials must be
retained indefinitely will ultimately result in sizable parts of those collec-
tions becoming unsalvageable because preservation resources have been
spread too thin."67 While most librarians would agree, the question
remains: who decides what is to be forever lost to humanity? How is such a
decision to be made? Is its inherent use as an artifact reason enough to save
a copy of Barbara Cartland's 187th romance novel? What might be lost if
such a decision continues to be left to ti.e random, uncoordinated attempts
of private, local preservation efforts? Gordon Williams warns that the
"needs and interests of research libraries are sufficiently similar that under
the pressure of immediate needs libraries would make similar [weeding]
decisions, with the consequence that all examples of some significant
books would surely be lost."68 As cooperative efforts among libraries
expand, data on what has already been saved becomes increasingly avail-
able. The whole clearinghouse concept which is rapidly emerging is a
very important way of getting information into collection development.' 4.
The proponents of disparate answers to these two questionswhat physi-
cal items to preserve and which of the possible items to chooseare virtual-
ly legion.

11
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PROFESSIONAL COMMITMENT

No matter how many armchair preservationists propound theories, how-
ever, the real bottom line may well appear in the third factor. What is the
current level of commitment and involvement on the part of individual
libraries and professional organizations? Is it strong .-nough to form the
wellspring of any realistic attack on the prohlere? "Professionalization
means...an outlook that includes not only the technical aspects of a field,
but the theoretical, philosophical and ethical context in which the field
operates."" The most consistent and long-standing supporter of paper
preservation wirk remains the Council on Library Resources (CLR)
which funded by the W. J. Barrow Laboratory dunng its existence as well as
various projects for the Library Technology F iogram of the ALA.71 The
Association of Research Libraries (ARL) has had a Preservation C.Immit-
tee since 1960. Preservation Education in ARL Libraries (SPEC Flyer No.
113, April 1985) is the ARL's latest effort to make preservation education
materials available. The Library of Congress' Information Bulletin has
tarried short news items on the topic since 1970, and the Library of
Congress established a Preservation Research Office in 1970.72 The RTSD
Newsle'ter has carried Ann Swartzell's preservation column since Sep-
tember of 1984.73 In 1980 the National Conservation Advisory Council
published a report on U.S. treatment facilities "for those individuals who
are t:nfamiliar with the conservation field and who may have trouble
identifying the kinds of services that are available "'4 The Research Librar-
ies Group (RLG), funded by NEH, started a project to be completed late in
1983, "intended to prevent duplication of filming efforts....Among other
activities of the RLG Preservation Committee were the completion of a
draft preservation manual and specifications for the preparation, produc-
tion, inspection, labeling, and storage of films produced by the cooperative
preservation microfilming project expected to begin in the spring of
1983. "75

In 1983, the NEH offered $400,000 for preservation project grants. In
spring of 1985 the "National Endowment for the Humanities...established
an Office of Preservation to provide national leadership and grant support
for efforts to preserve rapidly deteriorating research ma terials....Formal
guidelines, including application forms, are available from NEH."76 The
Andrew Mellon Foundation gave New York Public Library (NYPL) a
$750,M0 grant in 1983 to allow them to microfilm various special mate-
rials!' "The Exxon Education Foundation has made available $1.5 mil-
lion to [CLR] for a long-term program to preserve essential holdings of
American research libraries."" At the Library of Congress the watchwords
are "phased preservation"i.e., stabilize, prioritize, and conserve.79 Other
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than these efforts, no matter how worthwhile in themselves, no major
national plans have been set in motion. No major American research
librarLhas established itself as a working model of in-house preservation
work. As Haas said in 1978: "To date there is no evidence that the
problem of preserving the human record will somehow he solved in the
natural course of events."8I

Technology

The futuristic solutions provided thus far demonstrate how rapidly the
technology changes. Any solution to this problem must be flexible enough
to accommodate the possible results of ongoing research into permanent
diazo microforms, permanent papers, plastic papers, and optical disk
storage.82 Video and optical disk technology, discussed at the First Annual
Preservation of Library Materials Conference as sponsored by Microform
Review83 are under consideration at the Library of Congress. Optical disk
storage, now being phased in at the Library of Congress, can store about
316 books on two sides of an optical disk.

Among the disks' advantages arc random access In information, preser-
vation, and the ability to reproduce one disk from another with "master"
quality. Froblems associated with disk use are legion and include: pub-
lishers' roles, copyright law, organizatior21 and functional changes in
libraries, indexing, materials selection, methods cf loading the disks, the
future of classification, public attitude:, toward new technology, dit tri-
button problems, and the bottom line of most new ventures, cost."

As son', iibrarians have pointed out: "Al thotigh the technology for optical
digital storage of irformation exists, its practical application and cost
efficiency in libraries is yet to be demonstrated."85 Bill Welsh, deputy
librarian of Congress, believes that this new tool:

Is the best technology we have today for compact storage and retrieval. It
offers random access. It's interdepartmental in organization. It seems
permanent as a storage medium, and makes perfect copies. You can
enhance the image. An item can be shared simulta" neously, remotely. It
puts an end to the not-on-shelf problem forever.

Even patrons may find technological advances in preservation research
that affect their interaction with books. "Morgan Data Conversion...has
the contract to crea t. a device that will enable bound volumes to be
photocopied face up End open no more than 90 degrees. A grant of $64,400
from the National Endowment for the Humanities will support the
effort."37 "It is significant that the latest developments in the field of plastic
parrs aim at products for the_printing industries....[They] have character-
istics of good printablility."" This particular material may not make a
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drastic change in this field but no solution should box librarians into a
conic r. "The technology of conservation and restoration is so far advanced
that it ran be assumed that no fundamentally new developments, so nova
and improved that they would j tic,' delaying all efforts currently feasible,
are expected. "89 Nonetheless, the L. Lology in use today c hanges enough
to warrant some consideration of this question in any proposed solution.

Library Education

The educational system of library science is involved in the problem of
preservation as ignorance within the profession continues. "Europe has
led America in the training of conservators....Although courses in conser-
vation are not proliferating, there are courses being offered or in the
planning stages throughout the United States...."" In 1976 George Cunha
recommended required graduate courses in conservation!' Enid Thomp-
son's "Teaching a Basic Course in the Conservation of Documentary
Materials" offers practical information on the content of one such educa-
tional program.n Although the course runs only three weeks, its format is
unique and its bibliography useful. Paul Banks described the lack of
prepared librarian -Ind students delicately when he noted that "the field of
library conservation is...a developing field. "93 In 1982 "Columbia's School
of Library Service announced the first university degree program in the
country to train library conservators and preservation administrators,
bringing in Paul Banks from the Newberry Library in Chicago to direct the
program."" "Courses, units or workshops on various aspects ofpreserva-
tion are offered at 85% of the accredited library schools...."" In any attempt
to plan for the future, much less to effect such a plan, a "limited" number
of professionals with the basic knowledge to be of any real value must effect
the results."

Other Industries

Papermakers, printers, and publishers are intricately involved with the
continuing problems of low quality paper. As one paper executive put it,
the "truth is that the average commercial printer...does not give a
damn...[aboutj paper permanence....Unless the world can make it worth
his while (in dollars and cet ,) to exercise a preference for permanent
papers..., then we will gc. nowhere in overcoming his indifference."97
Books absorb only a tiny portion of all the paper produced in today's
disposable society. Persuading papermakers to address what must seem to
them a rather small problem may prove difficult. (For a brief overview of
the problems and benefits of conversion to alkaline sizing from the page;
manufacturer's viewpoint see the following article: "Alkaline Sizing Con-
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version" by J. Keith Poden.98) Of course the CLR is right when they work
on the "premise that no single grouplibrarians, paper manufacturers, or
publishersis responsible for the preservation proLlem or for the
solution.""

Other Factors

Finally, a host of other related factors affect the issue of paper permanence.
As Pamela Darling points out:

We must develop uniform condition descriptors, a common terminology
for categories of treatment, and shared sets of criteria for screening
materials and sending them down this or that path to zestoration, format
conversion or oblivion. To avoid wasteful duplication of effort,...we
must divide up the universe and assign primary responsibility for pre-
serving chunks of it to many different libraries....preservation informa-
tion is still scarce, scattered, primitive, and often inaccurate, the creation
of a comprehensive data base on the topic cannot by itself solve the
preservation problems of the nation's libraries and archives. Information
is valuable only when put to use. Information is a tool, but people do the
work.ic°

The lack of cohesive, professional planning makes it difficult to focus the
issue. The government, on all levels, remains essentially apathetic at best,
and no one has made any concentrated effc:.t to arouse an inflamed interest.
Peter Sparks of the LC has repeatedly stressed the need to "market"
preservation in the private sector as well as in the government.101 The
general public remains unaware that their cultural heritageas recorded
on paperturns slowly to dust; despite articles in U.S. News and World
Report,I°2 Historic Preservation, Science 81, Chemtech, and The New
York Times.1°3 Publishers' opposition to solutions involving resource
sharing or permanent paper requires recognition. The impact of compact
storage/retrieval systems on the bibliographic control mechanisms of
shared resource systems deserves consideration. Perhaps the most impor-
tant factor is the current economic situation, which appears to be settling
in for a permanent stay. Any large-scale solutionon an individual or
national basiswill cost a great deal more than is available in current
library budgets.

CURRENT TOOLS

No matter how discouraging a look into the budgets may prove, however,
an examination of the current tools for a solution is encouraging. Three
tools, perfected in varying degrees, may well have some role to play in
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solving the paper problemi.e., permanent paper, microform, and the
mass deai idification of books.

Per :accent Paper

On 11 December 1959, "the Standard Paper Manufacturing Company of
Richmond produced five tons of a fine 60-pound book-paper, the fi:st
paper deliberately manufactured as a strong, stable ('permanent') paper for
general use at a competitive price."104 Invented by and produced under the
eye of W. J. Barrow, Permalife was the first paper designed to overcome the
acidity of wood-based, alum-sized papers. Although it is made from wood
and careful y sized for good printability, Permalife "has a life expectancy of
2000 years, at which time it reaches the one-fold stage. But it would take an
additional 2000 years to reach the 0.001-fold stage; during the second 2000
years, the material could still be photographed, though not handled. Thus
Permalife's actual life is more like 4000 years. Lowering the storage
temperature by 25 [degrees] C could bring this to 40,000. Lowering the
temperature another 25 [degrees] (to -15 [degrees] C) .. ,ould make it
400,0001.'105 While Permalife prints well, costs what other wood pulp
papers do, and lasts for hundreds of years without special temperatures, it
looks like any acidic paper. "Since Permalife's debut in 1960, manufactur-
ers have marketed a variety of other reasonably-priced papers meeting
'permanent/durable' specifications, including Acid-free Offset, Milletex,
Printone, Silkote, and Waylife."106 "Fortunately, the economics of the
process are suffii lent to prompt many of the producers to switch to alkaline
production...."107 Despite the availability of acid-free papers, most books
today are printed on poor quality papers which will not outlast the authors
whose works they record.

However, 300 years of experience suggest that the possibility is unlikely
of finding an all-round answer through use of permanent papers. Three
reasons arc: (1) a sufficient quantity of high quality material is not
available at a price readers are prepared to pay, (2) the reader is not in a
position to recognize and enforce his demands, or (3) the books will not
necessarily be stored and used under conditions promoting
permanent e.106

Microform

The potential of Permalife is matched, if not exceeded, by that of
microforma far more compact medium.109 Efforts are well underway in
this field.

The A.R.I.. Microform Project was established in 1981 to coordinate
cooperative cataloging ventures that will pros ide bibliographi. access to
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titles produced in large microform sets. A.R.L. coordination will ensure
that there is no duplication of effort, that standards are followed, that the
work is evenly distributed and that the records are available to all librar-
ies in convenient forms.")

Teagae reported in 1975 that it is believed "that [microform] will last
one-hundred years" if it is silver halide." Pamela Darling goes even
further with her claim that "artificial aging tests indicate that microfilm
which is properly made, processed, stored and handled will be usable for
hundreds of yearsjust as long as high quality acid-free paper....112 The

use of vesicular and diazo films for short-term storage and daily patron use
has proven most satisfactory. Although far more compact than books, the
drawbacks to this tool include the minimal equipment required for uses
(readers and printers), negative patron response, wide variations in for-
mats, and a few other less serious problems.113 "The reluctance to apply
microforms as a tool for preservation can be traced to old stereotype that
'libraries are places for books."'" Darling's corn ht is probably not
quite so accurate today as in 1974 but it certain holds true in many
institutions.

Mass Deacidification

If Permalife and microform show encouraging signs of promise then mass
deacidifica Lion processes show strong signs of success. "Deacidification is
the process of neutralizing the acids which cause 80-95% of the deteriora-
tion in paper and introduci:Ig an alkaline residue to prevent acid attack
from occurring again in the future.''113 One of the most effective processes
in action today, Smith's Wei T'o Nonaqueous Deacidification System,
became fully operational in December 1981.1Ie Smith estimates the cost of
his currently fun( tioning Wei T'o plant at about $500,000 and its potential
output at "5,000 books per week if it is operated around the clock....' P117 On
28 September 1984 President Reagan signed PL 98-427 to authorize the
Library of Congress to spend $11.5 million to build their own, diethyl zinc,
mass deacidification plant at Fort Detrick, Maryland.113 Smith also points
out that the LC plan; cost of $11.5 million is exclusive of staff, supplies,
and operating funds, and that its expected output is set at 10,000-20,000
books per week. If the $11.5 million were use to build...5-10 updated,
efficient, full l-Ncale Wei T'o systems, 5,000,000 to 10,000,000 books could be
deacidified every year compared to the average of 780,000 books per year
which the LC system hopes to deacidify.'" In a recent interview with Bill
Welsh, Arthur Plotnick pinpointed the conflicts between the two processes
when he asked Welsh for his response to Smith's claim that Wei ro "is
simpler and cheaper" than the LC process. Welsh noted that "we've issued
papers in response, and we convinced Congress that our method was
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preferable or our particular needs. In uoing so, we sharpened our look at
both processes, and in fac t we do use Wei To for some work." Plotnick
notes that: "A House of Representatives Report (98-938) to accompany
H.R. 5607 gives the Library's argument against non-aqueous and aqueous
liquid techniques for mass deacidification, 'which A re known to rause
transfer of certain inks, dyes, and other soluble materials between pages
and between books.... th is problem could lead to very difficult pre-selection
workloads and damage to materials that were not selected out."4" In 1976
Gordon Williams reported that it "now seems probable that deacidifica-
tion of bound materials is practical on a wholesale scale at a cost or less
than a dollar a volume.'421 While this promising statement is still unsub-
stantiated by and long-term, large-scale work, between Wei T'o and LC it is
closer to reality.

In addition to cost and volume considerations, various application factors
must be considered. Many volumes still have to be unbound as the process
damages bindings; problems with illustrations and certain inks are not
totally solved either. Smith argues that the LC diethyl zinc system, despite
its effectiveness in "preventing biological attack," does not properly pro-
tect paper fibers against oxidative attack. "This difference alone may limit
the effectiveness of the L.C. system to 50-75% of the potential increase in
book life available through use of the Wei To system:422And it must also
be remembered that: "Deacidifying a brittle book leaves you with a brittle
book."'" Smith states that: "Wei To cannot promise that badly embnttled
paper can be made usable, but we believe .t books containing partially
deteriorated leaves can be strengthened sufficiently to be se.. iiceable for
decades if not hundreds of years."'" David Darragh reportea test results
indicating "that deacidification is beneficial when papers still have suffi-
cient strength to register 10 folds or more on the 45 [degree] fold setting on
the M.I.T. Folding Endurance Tester. "125 LC reports that mass deacidifica-
tion "would probably benefit no more than 65% of the brittle books in
library collections, since deacidification does no restore strength to paper
already embrittled. For all such brittle volumes there appear to be only two
ceasible preservation procedures: 1) low '.emperature storage, and, 2)
microfilming to preserve the intellectual content."'" When Barrow insti-
gated work in his field in 1959 he created a simple, relatively inexpensive
method with the output "of one person...estimated at 2,500 pages per
day."121 Although research has progressed to the point that ot tput is
estimated by volumes rather than pages, it is still too costly (in both labor
and materials) and too slow.'"

Carolyn Harris reviewed the various mass deacidification processes in her
excellent article "Preservation of Paper Based Materials."
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%TR or vapor phase dear 'chile muffin, ton!) raises] the p11 to 5.6not high enough
to Iv really effective No buffering age nt is left in the paper, so there are no long-
term effects. .The primary problem with %'PD is that the main agent...hydrolyzes
[into] a well-known earcinogen...one of the discredited projects of the Barrow
lalioratones is the morpholine mass de-acidification process...The Council on
Library Resouie es (CIA) %Au h has put more than $1.67 million into the Barrow
laboratory. has patented the process, and vested the patent in the Resew( h
Corporation, a non-profit firm which handles many academic patents ..The
prm ess would probably add ten years to the life of a book, but it would have to he
repeated at Intervals in order to preservea book overa longe. period of time... The
most important issue with respect to morpholine Is the risk to the health of both
staff and patrons which might aecrue....Beside the fact that the morpholine pro-
cess doesn't really work, and that it is a health hazard, in a humid atmosphere it
smells like dead hsh....Peter Sparks...es strongly committed to putting the diethyl
lira process Into operation... [Diethyl zinc is explosive in the presence of water.
needs special and extremely accurate equipment.] The problems of available
hambers, liability, safety and environmental risks related to its use will have to he

solved. It looks like they will he, and this process probably has the most possibil-
ities on .1 truly mass scale....[As the Wei To process requires wetting paper, some
books can not be processed. Since only Ric hard Smith has written about the pro-
ems, some objective data would be useful ]'29

Although its objectivity may be somewhat subject to question, a January
1985 report by Joyce Banks might provide an informed commentary on
Wei T'o. Banks, a rare book and conservation librarian, will publish a
"detailed report giving the viewpoint of the National Library of Cana-
da...[in] Conservation Administration News.13°

Richard Smith continues work on the "chicago Process" which should
not only provide deacidification but "protection against living organisms,
paper strengthening and prolonged 5torage."131 If such a complete pack-
age of protection should prove practical for mass application at a reason-
able price then it may change the focus of any national preservation plan
and would certainly affect local plans.

NATURE OF PRESERVATION PROBLEMS: SUMMARY

While mass deacidification may be the tool many librarians pin their
hopes on, microforms and permanent paper remain more fully developed
and accessible. The use of any of these tools, or a combination of them,
must account for the factors involved in and causes of paper deterioration,
if a total preservation plan is to completely alleviate the problem. Acid and
temperature affect microform and permanent paper, as well as being
factors in any deacidification plan. While microforms may well prove
more resistant to fungus, insects, rodents, and vandalism than paper,
microforms are more susceptible to fires, smoke, and water damage. The
validity of the evidence is still in doubt, to some degree at least, on all three
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of these tools. Finally, those factors which affect the nature of the paper
preservation problem merit attention when any plan for large-scale work is
proposed. Understanding the complex, interrelated facets of this problem
remains a hurdle in any attempt to solve it.

EXTENT OF PRESERVATION PROBLEMS

While many librarians find it daunting to seriously examine the nature of
the preservation problem, examining the extent of the problem proves
even more formidable. First of all. any attempt to scan this aspect of the
issue must be tempered by the realization that, other than Yale, no single,
major research library has conducted a full-scale appraisal of how many
items need what degree of attention at what prices for which treatment; and
there has certainly been no national attempt to do so. What remains,
therefore, is a series of estimates, warnings, and a few facts to put the
problem in perspective. And all estimates must be continually revised
upward as every "year about 1% of the books in research libraries become
brittle and can no longer be circulated."132 While these pieces of informa-
tion are none the less useful for being so severely incomplete, the void of
solid, factual data does need to be filled.

Permanence and Durability

Perhaps the first step in understanding how many bound volumes are
unusable is to determine what scientists and papermakers refer to as
"unusable." Two qualities repeatedly discussed in the literature are "per-
manence" and "durability." Two definitions of these terms, when taken in
tandem, help explain the distinction nice', . "'Permanent', when applied
to a paper, means its shelf life; 'durable', to ;ts ability to withstand use in a
printed and bound book."133 "Permanence is the capacity of paper to retain
its original characteristics, and :urability reflects the ability of paper to
stand up in use."134 Librarians are, therefore, usually interested in the
durability of their books but will be interested in the permanence of the
only remaining copy of a significant work. Smith holds that "permanence
is a far more important characteristic than durability for paper in books of
research library collections where books are used infrequently and retained
over prolonged periods." 135

In terms of use, two facts help define the point at which a book becomes
unusable, assuming the paper to be acidic and the storage conditions
"typical." "Measured by the number of users, the average library book can
survive about 25 readings before wearing out...."136 Researchers might find
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the following estimate more useful: "deacidification is beneficial when
papers still have sufficient strength to register ten folds or more on the 45
[degree] fold setting on the M.I.T. Folding Endurance Tester....Ii the paper
has less than ten 45 [degree] folds, it is almost in a state of dust and probably
would not stand up to the deacidification treatment. "137 Keeping in mind
the earlier note that the deterioration of paper follows an exponential
curve, this information helps in the recognition and selection of those
books in need of treatment.

Estimates

In 1907, Cyril Davenport recorded that "there is no doubt that the large
majority of our modern books will not be in readable condition in abouta
hundred years' time from the date of their publication."138 That is, if
anything, more accurate today. Estimating the number of items requiring
immediate preservation remains difficult. The most useful yardstick is still
the "investigation, directed by William Barrow, [which] indicated that
nearly all (97 percent) of the books printed in this century had a life
expectancy of less than fifty years."133 This now famous prediction, made
in 1959, continues to prove true in many of this country's major libraries.
In 1964, for example, "Robert E. Kingery, preservation chief of the New
York Public Library, told [Laboratory magazine] his institution should be
spending $12,000,000 a year to keep its priceless collection from going to
pieces." 4° Obviously such an estimate may be lowered by modern, cheaper
methods of preservation and altered by inflation, but it remains a daunting
figure. As reported in 1975, in "the Library of Congress there are approxi-
mately six million volumes which are no longer accessible for the patron
because of detenoration...."141 In 1977 an LC survey showed that "almost
forty percent of its 17m books are already too brittle to be loaned."142
Another stady of 2000 books "from the University of California libraries
showed 28 percent to be weak or unusable. Stanford's study corroborates
these findings; 26 percent of its titles in the humanities and social sciences
were found to be embrittled. Preliminary results from Yale's survey of more
than eighteen thousand volumes in the Sterling Library reveal that over 86
percent of the book paper had pH values lower than 5.4 and 45ipercent was
so brittle that it broke off at the corners after two double folds." 43 The final
report stated that "37.1 percent of the books sampled overall had brittle
paper (i.e., broke after two double folds) and that 82.6 percent of the books
overall had acidic paper (i.e., a pH of below 5.4)....al though approximately
80 percent of the nonbrittle books were acidic." 144 A 1976 estimate by Peter
Waters, restoration officer of the Library of Congress, indicated that it
would take a practicing staff of 200 about 57 years just to treat the LC
materials in the rare collections that are in serious need of attention."143 To
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look at it another way, "3,000 tons of books...require emergency treat-
ment.""e Or again, in 1976, LC "has estimated that keeping only 10
percent of the 6 million books (i.e., 600,000 volumes), and restoring 20,000
per yeas, will require 30 years and 18 million dollars."147 Other libraries are
in similar condition. In 1979, a survey of the books in Stanford's Green
Library revealed that approximately 26 percent were in such poor condi-
tion that they needed special care. "148 Libraries interested in conducting a
similar survey can find a program for setting up a preservation survey in
Pamela Darling's Preservation Planning Program.' 9 "In the N. Y.P.L. it is
estimated that more than half of the collection has reached...an advanced
stage of embrittlement.""° In libraries with no system for pulling fragile
books from circulation, the number of books being used which should be
in intensive care is disturbing, to say the least.

Cost of Preservation Care

The cost of preservtion care depends on so many variants which are unique
to each library that a bottom line estimate for the "average" item is
virtually meaningless. A few of the involved factors include the following:
the choice of deacidification or microfilming or both, the amount of
equipment needed, the choice between training the current staff and send-
ing the material out, and access to any arrangement with a resource-
sharing system which allows the library to weed low-use items in the
assured knowledge that another copy would be available if needed. The
condition of certain materials requires weighing on option against
another, considerations of staff and equipment aside. "Photocopyingonto
acid-free paper generally costs less than the production of a negatave film,
and the cost of binding is roughly equivalent to the cost of generating a
positive film copy for use as a service copy."181 Such papers are available
from Xerox, Howard Paper (Permalife), Olin, Allied Paper Mills,
Mohawk Paper Mills, and others.

One of the most useful guides for estimating the cost of any preservation
project is the bill from a similar project. In 1979, for example, a special
library replaced its journal collection with microform and reported on the
costs involved. The "replacement of 3,365 journals freed...16% of the total
shelving available." In total, the project "cost $158,209 including reader/
printer and storage equipment to convert 248 titles to microfilm cartridge
backf iles...[a 0 an average of $638 per title."152 The costs of preservation on
an individual basis will vary so enormously that any estimate of the
"average" preservation program would be of little practical value. An
estimate of how much a national center for resource sharing and preserva-
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tion would cost however, could prove well worth the time and money
invested in it.

"In 1903, 5 percent of the Library of Congress budget was allocated for
preservation services."153 Eighty years later, David Wilson found that same
percentage to 'ie roughly accurate for several major research libraries.
Eighteen libraries were queried concerning the percentage of operating
budgets and percentage of material budgets spent on preservation in 1982
and forecasted km 1C9G and 2000. "Excl uding special i zed institutions...and
some smaller college libraries, the remainderalmost all academic and/or
research librariesare now devoting 11 to 20 perce' t of their materials
budget, and 4 to 8 percent of total operating expenses, to their preservation
efforts. "1S4

The cost of mass deacidifica . 31.1 continues to fall somewhat but the pro-
jected lows have not been met.

The Wei To system has been in production for four years at the Public
An hives of Canada. The cost of treating ail average book is currently
;3.47 per volume. This cost includes the two person staff, chemicals and
supplies, and maintenance. It does not Include cost of floor space,
equipment deterioration, or utilities.156

Smith predicts that the cost will "drop substantially as the system is more
efficiently used and credit is received for reclaimed solvents.... The cost of
deacidification in a larger, full scale Wei f 'o syst( N would be well under
$2 per book, presumabl1 in the best cost range of $1.78 per book estimated
for the LC facility...." 56 In March of 1985 Richard Smith offered the
following cost comparison. "-a summary, the cost of deacidifying one
book will be between $7.96 and $15.85 using the LC system, between $2.46
and $5.07 using the Wei T'o system, and the cost of deacidifying tine book
is now $1:.23 in the manual Princeton syste. "157 Outside of the Wei T'o
and LC systems, mass deacidification is not available on a large scale. Until
an affordable system is established, whether commercial, nonprofit
regional, or other organization, most libraries will have to be content with
single item deacidification using expensive, mail-order, adaptations of the
larger systems. (Robert Parliament, conservation librarian at Princeton,
reports that their adaptation of the Wei T'o materials "is a middle ground
between the one-off approach and mass treatment systems."158)

While librarians concern themselves with the useful life span of an item
and the cost of replacement, the other side of the coin involves considera-
tions of the paper industry. Their interest in the paper preservation prob-
lem is not the same as that of librarians obviously, but they are the source of
the problem in that they creat,_ and print on the acidic paper. Their
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concerns and efforts merit assimilation in any complete examination of
this issue.

Essentially two facets of paper production most strongly affect the role of
papermakers and printers in the paper preservation issue, the amount of
paper used in printing and the problems printers face when handling
alkaline paper. Very little of the paper produced today is used in making
materials which librarians would find significant. Even setting aside acid-
ity, papers "containing groundwood should be avoided entirely since
groundwood deteriorates rapidly."'" Librarians need to realize that of:

the sixty-five million tons of paper producer' in the U.S. annually, only
fifteen million tons are white paper, that is to say, writing and printing
paper. Of this about 0.8 million tons...are book paper.... For further
perspec tive,...a single newly installed paper making machine has a typi-
cal capacity of about 100,000 to 150,000 tons of paper annually.163

Therefore seven machines could produce all the paper used in library
books annually. Even this figure is misleading however, as "about 75
percent of the paper used in book publishing...today [is] for books in
categories that...should be exempt from the paper specifications for [low
acidity]. The remaining 25% are an important part of book production and
would justify the effort and expense to give them indefinite life."161 Actu-
ally, only two new paper machines are needed to produce the paper used in
significant library books each year.

Alkaline papermaking with its potential savings in fiber, energy, water
and chemicals is a practical and proved option. A significant additional
benefit is the accompanying improvement in paper permanence....Mills
that have converted to alkaline sizing have been able to reduce water
consumption by more than fifty percent....Alkaline papermaking pro-
vides several opportunities for conserving papermaking raw materials
and thus should become more prevalent in the years ahead.112

It is encouraging to note that "in 1980 about 25%of paper manufactured in
America for use in book production was acid-free (about 250,000 tons of a
total of 840,000.)"163 Another encouraging sign is that vendors "now
feature alkaline paper in their catalogs and dwell on its virtues. More
purchasers should specify alkaline paper. More purchasing agents should
be familiar with the appropriate specifications."1" In 1981, CLR's Com-
mittee on Production Guidelines for Book Longevity surveyed 430 pub-
lishing companies on their use and awareness of acid-free paper. Although
vendors and papermakers appear to be moving forward in this area, a mere
18% of the commercial publishers queried bothered to respond at all to the
survey. Most respondents were academic presses. "More that three-fifths of
those who responded are willing to include a statement identifying acid-
free paper on the copyright pages of their new books."166



While book paper accounts for very little of the papermaker's trade, it
would, obviously, account for a far greater proportion of the printer's
trade. As acid-free paper is a relatively new creation it still needs refining
and printers still need training in how to use it. There are a variety of costly
"traps a printer may stumble into unless such papers come to him with
better information and warnings."'" Unfortunately the "printer operates
in a highly competitive market with a rather mean profit margin."187 If
enough librarians vocalized their demand for acid-free products however,
this tight market might prove an advantage as it forces printers to learn the
trick of printing on permanent papers. Some people do claim that neutral
"paper is more costly [because] the chemicals are more expensive; the
papermaking machines cannot run so fast; limited numbers of producers
inhibits competition...."1" However, with increasing evidence that neu-
tral paper causes less pollution and "pollution abatement" such a major
problem in the paper industry, competition may increase.'" As for the
problems of the chemicals and the speed of the presses, continued research
into the mechanics of the situation may well provide fruitful solutions to
rather simple problems.

Extent of the Preservation Problems: Summary

The extent of the paper preservation problem cannot be defined and
limited by stable statistics. The variations of individual libraries, the level
of involvement from papermakers and the problems of printers combine to
make any dollars and cents estimate of the cost or number of items practi-
cally useless. Nevertheless, the tip of the iceberg shows through enough to
warn of serious dangers in the years and decades to come. Several studies
could be undertaken to estimate the cost of specific programs or portions of
programs. How much, for example, would it cost to locate one, usable
copy of every significant book in the libraries of this nation? How much
would it cost to install an in-house microform center in an established
library for the sole purpose of li!ming rare books? How much would it cost
to complete a su' of a major research library to estimate the number of
books requiring rcbind'ng? How much would it cost, in capital expendi-
tures alone, to set up a permanent cold storage center, prbperly designed,
for the housing of a single copy of "every" significant work? ThP answers
to these and many other cost-related questions which partly comprise the
paper preservation issue, could be determined by a careful examination of
current materials, the complex factors involved in labor, overhead, capital
expenditure, and the possible solutions.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PAPER PRESERVATION

While further research into specifics of the extent and nature of the paper
preservation problem might change some of the recommendations for
action, various plans are worth studying as they encompass virtually every
available avenue of action. No mention is made below of the option
currently being exercised by the vast majority of research libraries, and by
this nation as a whole, as inaction and minimal stop-gap efforts will not
answer the questions raised herein. Librarians who can comfort them-
selves with the thought that the problem is too big, too expensive, or too far
off to be mitigated by any action on their parts, may need stronger proofs
than any words can offer. However, for those librai ns, in whatever
department, who feel the urgent need to take part in some solution to this
problem, the following recommendations should prove fruitful, in some
degree, on an individual, regional, national, and even international level.

Microform

The first of four recommendations commonly found in library literature is
to turn to microforms as the solution of the future for all preservation
problems. The attractions and drawbacks of this option fall into three
general areas: archival quality, costs, and reader reaction. Of course cane
given of the concept i. acceptance of the material's content as more impor-
tant than the actual artifact. An objective examination of all aspects of
microform as a preservation medium must be tempered with the under-
standing that the technology in this field changes rapidly enough to make
improved quality at lower costa realistic possibility within this decade.17°

Archival Quality

The archival quality of microform is its equivalent to paper's durability
i.e., archival quality refers to how well a microform withstands normal use
without showing nitrate spots, scratches, cracks, or other signs of damage.
"For normal practical long term storage purposes one always recommends
the use of silver halide film...."111 This is "now considered the only type
acceptable for archival purposes and the only one for which national
testing standards have been established...."172 Generally speaking, micro-
film master conies meant as the permanent record of a valuable item are
kept on silver halide film, "long the primary composition in all types of
photography because of its capability to record detail with minimum
dist° min."'" The established quality of this medium is inconsequential
however, if it is not treated correctly by the library. Obviously, "microfilm
that is used by patrons cannot, by definition, be archival."114 As Adelstein
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pointed out in 1978, "archival permanence = archival film + archival
processing + archival storage conditions....It is...important to recognize
that different organizations have the responsibility for and control of each
factor."178 As the cost of silver rises the

use of nonsilver film for service copies seems acceptable (and inevitable)
providing there is some assurance that whoever is responsible for master
negatives produces, processes and stores them for permanence.... Many
librarians have urged a central repository of preservation master
negatives that would ensure archival storage conditions and continued
availability.'

The cooperative effort required for such a venture should not prove
insurmountable.

Even on an individual basis, libraries must be willing to maintain a
protected, high-quality, archival master copy of any microform for which
the original document is lio longer available. These masters will be easily
copied as either negatives or positives due to the reverse polarity of silver
halide film. Careful storage in boxes which meet the ANSI standards for
microform storage is as vital as the original choice of silver halide film.
Ideally these one-of-a-kind masters would be kept in a special building,
safe from fire and other natural disasters. A national depository of such
unique masters may well prove worth the investment needed to create it.

While the characteristics of silver halide film are well established, "the
quality of dint) and vesicular films remains in great doubt."1" On the one
hand, flat statements such as Peter Ashby's in 1979 appear: "Diazo and
vesicular film...cannot be considered archivally permanent."1" On the
other hand, Adelstein reported in 1978 that "with proper processing and
storage conditions, it is estimated that satisfactory keeping may be
obtained, even after 100 years, for those diazo films which meet the A.N.S.I.
specifications."'" Few would argue with the following assessment by
Gabriel of the two films most commonly used for everyday, patron perusal:

[Diazo film] is much more resistant than silver film to damage from heat
and scratching....Vesicular film is highly durable, resists scratching and
tearing and fingerprints ci,:i be easily removed Since the film is pro-
cessed with a plastic rather than a gelatin layer, there is nothing to
support bacterial or fungal growths and it is highly resistant to fading
and discoloration in storage. ")

Obviously the dramatically lower cost of diazo and vesicular film is a
strong inducement to buy the cheaper film in these financially difficult
times. Nevertheless, Allen Veaner of the Microform Review, John Teague,
and the ALA, among others, strongly ,:commend to librarians that until
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"national standards" are established for diazo and vesicular films, libraries
only accept silver halide film for archival purposes.I81

Cost

After choosing what type of film will be used for what purpose, the various
cost factors must be considered.182 Each "library must invest in reading
machines and reader-printers; train staff and patrons; and pay for con-
tinued maintenance and repair."1113 As with books, special storage condi-
tions must be met, such as "temperature not to exceed 70 [degrees] with
relative humidity in ex ess of 40 percent...."I" Even disaster recuperation
costs are different for microform; "remember that fire or water damage that
leaves a book copyable often destroys a microfilm."185 Compared to tradi-
tional libraries, it must also be remembered that microform libraries are
more "labor-intensive" and that "microform cataloging takes more
time...."186

A few cost factors may prove to be lower for microforms than paper. In
1978, for example, a new method "of simple, inexpensive film protection
[was created]....Vesicular film, diazo film, polyester and acetate bases
...have proven to be totally fungus resistant after one year in a super-
saturated fungal growth environment."187 The following persuasive
arguments, as cited by Pamela Darling, all involve a cost factor to some
degree: "[it] precludes the mutilating and tearing out of pages, takes up 90
percent less space to store, can be duplicated easily without damage to the
original, and is less likely to be stoles ." lee Of course, the special expenses
for any individual library of changing all or part of their retrospective
journal and/or current collection from paper to microform will also
involve unique problems with the individual facility, budget organiza-
tion, and staff flexibility.

The reports of partial changes from paper to microform generally con-
clude that the latter is less expensive to house and use. The New York
Public Library, for example, filmed a certain newspaper in-house at a cost
of $200 to $350 a year. They then bought a service copy for $40 a year when
binding would have been $30 to $75 a year with the pages crumbling
away.' In 1978 a special library reported the results of their experiment
which indicated that "substantial space savings, potential savings in
search and photocopy time, and intermediate to long-range cost savings
can be realized by converting Chemical Abstracts from hard copy to micro-
film."19° Of course certain items become so brittle that their only hope of
preservation is by careful microfilming.
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The method of converting any paper copy to microform is itself a cost
factor. In general the choices include buying the microform copy from a
professional publisher, making it in-house, sending the library's original
paper copy out to be copied, and a cooperative arrangement whereby the
library obtains a free copy in exchange for loan of the original. Darling's
assessment of the overall costs remains essentially accurate. It is "generally
true that: I) commercially-produced film is cheaper than binding;
2) in-house filming costs are higher than binding but considerably cheaper
than full restoration...."1"

One final characteristic of microform strongly affects any long - rang cost
estimates, and that is the fact that "films can be re-generated."' Any
material committed to microform and correctly stored can be inspected
regularly for signs of deterioration, accidental damage, or vandalism. If
nitrate spots, for example, begin to appear then the entire film can be
regenerated at a comparatively reasonable cost, something which is
obviously impractical with paper. The value of this option, however,
depends on two assumptions: that the library can maintain some effective
inspection system at a reasonable cost and that the library has access to
originals should the copies prove too badly damaged to copy.

Readers' Problems

One other aspect of microforms, apart from archival quality and cost,
affects their usefulness as a solution to the paper preservation problem
i.e., readers' difficulties. The equipment remains bulky, awkward, and
unique to each format. Actual studies of reader reactions to the introduc-
tion of microform show a wide range of responses from acceptance to
indifference to total rejection. While "most librarians are resigned to the
coexistence of several different formats...," readers tend to find them some-
thing of a barrier! In any case, as mentioned earlier, librarians must be
prepared to "train patrons."'" Case studies indicate that when
approached with the readers' problems in mind, a positive reaction to
microfilm is definitely attainable.'"

Microforms: Summary and Conclusion

If librarians remain unwilling to admit that no single library can continue
to collect every item which might be needed by its patrons while also
preserving them (and this is the crux of the matter)i.e., a complete
in-house preservation/conservation/restoration systemthen microform
remains the closest thing to a possible solution for such an outlook. The
drawbacks to such an effort on an individual basis, however, are legion. It
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requires a huge capital budget for the creation of a complete, in house
microform processing lab with skilled camera people, trained processing
technicians, and an efficient staff of catalogers. Adjustments would have to
be made for items with incomplete pagination and missing issuesa
time-consuming task. The entire library would have to be reoriented
around the need for reader/printers, storage facilities for microfilm and
microfiche, and laboratory facilities. A new clerical staff would be required
simply to obtain copyright perm fission to film each individual item, an
obviously labor-intensive process. Lee There are other problems so vast that
the mere mention of them provide some hint of their disruptive influence.
What will be copied first, the most fragile or the least used or the most used?
How will patrons' needs be satisfied during the months that an item is in
process? What will be kept in paper after it has been copied? Will the silver
halide masters be available for sale to other libraries? Will the material be
registered with any national microform union catalog? What is the divid-
ing line between an item that is thrown out as not worth copying and one
worth the money spent to copy it? What effort, if any, will be made to
insure that all significant records will be copied? How will patrons pay for
copies of books which used to be available for circulation but an. now only
available as microform?

Obviously a wholesale microform preservation project will be virtually
impossible for any single research library to adopt as a long-range solution
to the paper deterioration problem. The decision to purchase
commercially - produced serials on microform might prove a practical,
stopgap measure on a local level. It would save some space and preserva-
tion costs in the single area most commonly cited as increasingly burden-
some. Efforts to coordinate other individual projects will receive a boost in
the fall of l °85 when the final report of the project "Coordinating Preser-
vation Microfilming through the Association of Research Libraries Micro-
form Project" will be available. This survey of o 200 institutions
revealed that "among libraries that have significant preservation activities,
there is surprisingly little consistency of operations....The survey shows
that output could be increased dramatically, with 70% of respondents
showing a willingness to participate in one or more cooperative preserva-
tion projects (though many with the qualification that outside funding
would be essential to their participation)...."1" However, even such coor-
dinated efforts leave too many questions unanswered by such a solution. A
foremost example is the fact that such a method completely fails to provide
access to every significant work for the rest of the scholarly community.
Retrospective conversion costs could rapidly sink any effort. The sheer size
of the undertaking, even without plans for outside access or objectives of
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comprehensiveness, is too large for a single library or the piecemeal efforts
of various libraries in small, coordinated groups.

Librarians as a Profession

If microform proves too complex and too large a project for a single library
to use as a preservation tool then the call for librarians as a profession to
deal with the problem may prove slightly more fruitful. "The American
library profession has, perhaps slowly but surely, responded to the mush-
rooming crisis."128 Four themes appear repeatedly in the library literature
encouraging professional library organizations to address this issue: urge
printers and publishers to use Permalife; train librarians in conservation;
accept responsibility for the maintenance of the human record by support-
ing research and appealing to Congress; and join international efforts in
this field. All four of these proposals have merit on their own, in varying
degrees, but it is again doubtful that any single one of them will solve the
present paper crisis.

Permanent Paper.

Urging publishers and printers to use Permalife, or some variation of it,
may prove a solutionat least for several centuriesto the problem of
future volumes deteriorating, although it obviously does nothing to res-
tore old volumes. While perennially popular among various members of
the profession, this goal is not quite so well known to the paper industry. It
is encouraging to note that the Library of Congress recently found "that
P aout 25 percent of the American books and about 50 percent of the
European books are made of alkaline paper. Five years ago less than one
percent of the books tested were made with alkaline paper."1" As Haas
noted in 1979:

[the] interest of libraries concerning paper characteristics are not well
known to most publishers and are almost unknown to paper manufac-
turers. Some publishers now add the notation "alk. paper" to the ISBN's.
Library concerns need to be carefully stated and brought effectively to the
attention of publishers and more of the smaller or specialized paper
manufacturers.m

CLR pointed out one obvious target in this area. "The U.S. Government is
the largest publisher in the United States, and nearly all of its productions
are on highly acidic papers. We encourage libraries to make their voice
heard to the Joint Committee on Printing...."2" For any effort in this
direction to be effective, the "probability is that many individuals from
paper manufacturing, publishing, and libraries will have to make them-
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selves accountable if further progi-ss is to be made."2°2 In 1978 the ALA
took tentative steps in this direction when it began gathering data on
"ways to get publishers to use acid-free paper." President Moon warned
members that "the real target is theoppenmakers....don't go after the
publishers...work with them on this." A few years later CLR's Commit-
tee on Production Guidelines for Book Longevity underscored this con-
cept when noting that their aims "would be largely realized if publishers
would be more aware of the need for 'permanence' and would make
thoughtful decisions about the paper used to print their books....Aa d-free
paper need not be more expensive than acidic paper of the quality nor-
mally used in hardbound books."204 Publishers must understand that they
will not actually lose money in reprints when the reprints are no longer
needed due to stronger paper. The available noney will simply be spent on
new books rather than reprints of old ones. Libraries might even have more
money to spend since part of their budgets will not be spent on locating
worn out items and filming or restoring them.

One persistent suggestion in this area requires separate discussion and that
is the cry that librarians "have been remiss in not demanding that the
publishers provide library editions on Permalife paper of all significant
books as they appear or prove their worth." elevated cost of special
editions and reprints of certain books is prohibitive in itself. The added
implication that publishers choose what will and will not be kept for all
time out of this nation's literature and research poses another set of
problems. That may prove to be rather like allowing a druggist to approve
what medications will be marketed and what will not.

Spenficat:ons on Permanent Paper
If librarians insist on permanent/durable book papers, from publishers
and papermakers, then "specifications for stable paper are needed. Manu-
facturers and consumers, with specifications, can communicate in qualita-
tive language."" Since standards "are the language for the dialogue
between buyer and seller...." it remains for publishers to "insist that paper
makers provide long-life papers...."2 Of course it must be remembered
that the "presence of standards does not automatically ensure that publish-
ers will choose permanent and durable pagr; without standards, however,
publishers do not even have the option." Certain standards for "perma-
nent/durable" paper have been established in the past decade but these
remain known to relatively few librarians and members of the paper
industry.209 Among the best known of these are CLR's guides forpaper and
the Library Binding Institute's (LBI's) guides for binding. CLR notes that:
"We offer guidelines that we think are desirable and economically reasona-
ble, and we encourage publishers who follow the guidelines to make an
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appropriate statement to appear just below the copyright lines."2I° These
guidelines include: "[a] minimum pH of 7.5...minimum average machine
direction tear resistance of 70 grams...minimum cross-direction folding
endurance of 30 double folds at 1 kg. tension...minimum alkaline re-
serve...of 2% based on oven dry wtight...."21I LBI proclaims that only:
"Certified Binders can display the Library Binding Institute seal. It's your
assurance that you have selected a binder who produces bindings of supe-
rior quality in accordance with the Library Binding Institute Standard...
for a longer life and lowest cost per circulation."212 A standard, univcrsally
recognized symbol of permanent paper would be ideal. The NISO Sub-
committee S, chaired by Gay Walker, has just provided such a symbol. This
ANSI standard states minimum requirements for acidity, folding endu-
rance, tear resistance, alkaline reserve, and stock for a paper that will last
"several hundred years...." The infinity sign inside a circle is the symbol
used to express compliance with these standards .213 As Verner Clapp
pointed out, it "would be useful if book-papers achieving a certain level of
permanence/durability showed an identifying watennark....Lacking this,
a number of publications printed on stable papers have taken pains to
announce the fact."214 Some books do carry explanatory phrases on the
verso of the title page, such as the following: "This book has been printed
on permanent/durable paper with a neutral pH to insure a life expectancy
of at least one hundred years.i21' The National Una, 17atalog is even more
explicit; the paper's properties are fully listed on ,,ie first page 11° After
materials have paper standards plainly indicated, the National Institute
for the Conservation of Cultural Property's ( NICCP's) study on the devel-
opment of standards for storing library and archival materials" will be of
even greater value. Although its completion has been delayed, the NICCP's
conservation bibliography should be available soon.217

The four reasons listed by Verner Clapp in 1971 as to why stable paper is
not in common use remain valid today. Permanent paper is not visibly
different from poor paper. Studies to prove the stability of variations on
Permalife are too expensive for papermakers to undertake themselves.
And, as mentioned earlier, librarians have not proclaimed an unequivocal
need for the material and no nationally recognized standards have been set
up by a reputable body to define the characteristics of such paper.21°

Cost of Permanent Paper
Claims that permanent paper costs too much to produce still counter many
approaches made to papermakers on the issue. However, these claims are
gradually being proven false even in the heart of the paper industry.
"Recently both economic forces and the anti-pollution laws have increased
interest in acid-free paper production."2I9 Some papermakers recognize
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that the "calcium carbonate-alkaline size paperma king process offers over-
whelming benefits as compared with the traditional alum-rosin size pro-
cess. It requires less energy, is significantly cheaper, produces a much
better product, is easier to control and creates a great deal less waste."22° As
Stuhrke states, by its very nature an "alkaline papermaking environment is
noncorrosive, extends life, and reduces maintenance costs."22I Papermak-
ers are starting to research the problems in this area, as evidenced by at least
one paper at a 1984 TAPPI (Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper
Industry) conference, "Relative Effects of Wet End Chemistry Variables on
the Strength of Acid and Alkaline Papers."222 Of course work would have
to be done to determine the permanent/durable value of such paper, but
such modifications should not destroy the value of the paper for the
papermaker. "A 1979 TAPPI Papermakers' report listed almost a score of
advantages to the papermaker of making alkaline rather than acid paper.
Among these are a savings of around $20 per ton...." 223 A new large paper
mill by S.D. Warren is to be on stream some time in 1983 producing
alkaline paper. This single mill should prove significant competition for
the older, slower mills. "It has been predicted that by 1986, 25%of all U.S.
printing and writing grades will Le produced using alkaline size and by
1991, 55% of this production will involve alkaline size. This compares to
only 4% in 1981." Remaining barriers between the book paper industry
and durable books must be torn down if any progress is to be made.

Permanent Paper: Summary

Keeping in mind the strict limitation of its valuei.e., the lack of protec-
tion for retrospective materialsthe use of permanent paper may help
individual libraries maintain their autonomy so far as the issue of paper
preservation is involved. It creates, however, the potential for an enormous
overflow of material as buildings rapidly become too small to contain the
thousands of new books which never need be culled or reduced in number.
Weeding collections would become a major labor-intensive task with
increasing costs as the exponential rise in the literature growth rate con-
tinues. This solution, as with microforms, offers no assurance that any
systematic effort would preserve at least one copy of every significant work.
These three formidable drawbacks weigh heavily against this concept as a
complete solution.

EDUCATION

The second approach, within the arena of professional librarianship,
centers on various proposals to train librarians and novices in the new art
of conservation.
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Practising archivists of necessity will continue to be the main teacher
pool and contributors to the literature until regular faculty in library
schools and history departments have been adequately trained, but first a
basic reorientation must occur that recognizes that records and papers of
contemporary society are the central problem.221

The next decade may see a shift to well-trained professionals as graduates
increase exponentially. For example:

a graduate program in preservation administration and book conserva-
tion and restoration started at the Columbia University School of
Library Service in the fall of 1981. Graduate programs in the conserva-
tion of art on paper and art works on paper exist at the University of
Delaware, Winterthur, the State University of New York at Coopers-
town, and at New York University. Internships in conservation are
available at the Library of Congress, the Newberry Library, the North-
east Documentation Conservation Center, [and the Humanities
Research Center in Austin. The Smithsonian Institution is also plan-
ning a conservation training program].2v

The Resources and Technical Services Division (RTSD) of ALA with the
cooperation of the Library of Congress National Preservation Program
sponsored a five-day hands-on conference entitled "Library Preservation:
Fundamental Techniques" from 26-30 August 1985.223 As useful as such
workshops are, the field is too large and too important to be covered by a
few rare book librarians passing precious knowledge down to waiting
assistants. Robert Patterson rightly insists that "librarians must take the
responsibility for educating themselves about conserva tion....At this time,
conservation does not have a generally accepted curriculum....the new
technology adds a complex and challenging factor to preservation."22°
Darling notes that:

Because of the relative novelty of preservation as a serious 1 ibrary activity,
there is not yet a substantial body of resources...for use in developing
preservation programs. By comparison with areas such as cataloging or
reference work, the field of preservation appears primitive indeed....Re-
sources do exist, and their number and value are growing rapidly; but
they are only beginning to reach the mainstream of professional
consciousness.23°

A broader concept of education involves regional conservatories where
"conservation methods [would be] taught and new techniques deve-
loped."221 The Newberry Library, for example, has undertaken "projects
aimed at developing more effective stabilization and repair procedures.
These programs also have been, and continue to serve as, a model for other
libraries and archives wishing to initiate or expand their own preservation
activi ties."232

In 1973 the New England Document Conservation Center was founded to
assist libraries in that region with little background in preservation. The
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New York State Library's Clearinghouse for Paper Preservation and Resto-
ration in Albany will answer inquiries and provide advisory services for
free. Specific libraries also provide assistance to practicing librarians
whenever possible, in workshops or as an example of a functioning in-
house preservation system. Two examples of this latter model are the
$500,000 conservation laboratory of the Humanities Research Center at the
University of Texas at Austin and the Conservation Department of the
Boston Anthenaeum.284

Another proposal intends making the most of available labor by judicious
education of staff. "A simple training program can make a peripatetic
book mender of a book shelver" by means of a well filled cart pushed along
the aisles.288 It is certainly true that for most libraries an "informed staff is
worth infinitely more than all the information compiled in a report."286
Sally Buchanan's User's Guide to the Conservation of Library Materials,
for example, provides basic information for all staff who photocopy,
shelve, or handle books in any way. suggests that the profession
require graduate courses in conservation, as well as hold workshops and
management seminars to train professional staff.289 Peterson holds that
"for library schools not to offer...at least some exposure to the student of
the problem, is not to really prepare students." Charles Davis noted that:
"Because schools don't have courses labeled preservation does not mean
that they don't have offerings."289

In the absence of such courses, a substantive number of quality manuals
provide the basic background in repair and restoration on an in-house
basis. Paper and Leather Conservation: A Manual, for example, details the
equipment, techniques, and methods of most preservation jobs.249 As of
April 1983, American Libraries includes a section entitled "Preservation"
in the news column "The Source" with Susan Brandehoff as editor.241

Education: Summary

Outside of single, independent efforts (such as replacing book shelvers
with book menders) and temporary, ad hoc efforts (such as workshops), a
cohesive national effort in this area may require a graduate course in
conservation as a prerequisite for an accredited library science degree. Paul
Banks offered one of the most in-depth analyses of the problems involved
in training members of our profession when he delineated six characteris-
tics of the field in 1979:

[The] field of library conservation...is highly technical,...the ethical and
philosophical framework within which conservation decisions must be
made is not well developed,...the problems...are highly diverse,...the
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need for cornet vation...is both massive and irgent,...conservation is
expensive by any standard, by any affroach,...[and] the field of library
conservation is...a developing field.

In evolving any such training program, several questions require consider-
ation in a field too new to have accepted parameters. Should the locus beon
management of an across-the-board preservation program on an individu-
al basis or on the practical application of known techniques? Should this
be taught on the graduate or undergraduate level? Pearl Berger, in her arti-
cle on how to set up an in-house repair shop, notes that the profession still
needs some place to train the nonprofessionals for semiskilled and un-
skilled positions which preservation projects will create?" These ques-
tions, when answered locally, help the plans :a- educating merr...ers of the
profession in paper preservation issues as a usef -wet of a full- .scale
solution.

Research Support

Another useful aspect of a solutionand a third in the options within the
professioninvolves accepting the responsibility for this situation by
supporting research and applying for funding. Funding should be avail-
able from both the gcvanntatt and the private sector. In applying for this
all-important money, attitude or vision may have a significant impact.

Would we not do better, at least whenever nonlibrarians may be listen-
ing, to speak of preservation as a byproduct of accessibility and con-
tinJed dissemination? A successful heart t.ansplantation is not
acclaimed because it keeps alive a heart that would otherwise have
died....One Approach is to ask the Congress for appropriations to protect
property that ha., been amassed by the major research libraries; theother
is to demand th? ngress meet the cost of opening up this national
resourc e to all tl ntry's scholars and making sure that it will be kept
open.244

Barrow's admonition of 1959 is stir, true today; "more research is needed,
and the cooperation of the scientist, papermaker, printer, publisher, and

will be required to assure permanent books for the future."945
Cunha's exhcriation, however, is more to the point today. Librarians
must, as a profession, accept the "re.,ponsibility for conservation as [they]
have accepted the many other resvonsibilities important to [their] work,
and through [their] local, regional, and national associations applying the
collective clout [they] can muster to do what has to be done." While no
cohesive national program currently moves toward an effective resolution
of the paper crisis, many major library organizations maintain an avid
interest in the field. The American Library Association, for example,
established the Preservation of Library Mat, vials Section of the kTSD in
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1980.247 In April of 1983 the ALA produced a 13-page "Preservation Biblio-
graphy" listing bibliographies; dictionaries and directories; general
works; environment and treatment manuals; nonbook material, disaster
preparedness guides and serials.2" Of course the Library of Congress'
Preservation Office trains professionals, publishes, disseminates and
serves, somewhat, as a model. The National Preservation Program of this
office "is beginning to define its role in the coonerative area."242 If Con-
gress is to be persuaded to fund any large-scale research projects, much less
a national preservation program, then librarians might find it beneficial to
present a united front in their requests for money.

Even if librarians are reluctant to unite in their funding appeals to Con-
gress, they might consider uniting in an effort to effectively disseminate
their hard-earned research results. A single, organized group focusing on
funding, or research, or both might concentrate efforts more effectively
than the various organizations currently functioning in the conservation,
restoration, preservation, library, and archive fields. If only as a central
repository for information on research projects, funding, and results, such
an organization could prove most useful.

Foremost in the field of restoration is the requirement to establish an
even more expedient and more reliable interaction and exchange of
experience within related professions. Only through this kind of cooper-
ation is it possible not to lose touch with the most recent research results
in the rapidly advancilsciences...and to remain flexible and open to
new trends in the field.

Currently a variety of conservation research facilities throughout the
nation work on various facets of this problem. The Preservation Research
and Testing Laboratory of the Library of Congress assumed "responsibil-
ity for testing and evaluating materials, equipment, and methods used in
preservation [and]...intended...[these methods to be national in scope."251
The New England Document Conservation Center ( NEDCC) was founded
in 1973 with start-up funds from CRL. Anne Russell, of the NEDCC,
explained that: "Helping libraries to select materials for conservation...is
one of the most important services we provide. In general, we recommend
that an institution invest first in improving environmental conditions and
storing materials in acid-free folders and boxes."252 The NHFRC and the
NEH are two important funding organizations.252 The Research Libraries
of the NYPL spent $1.2 millionabout 7% of the general operating
budgeton preservation last year. This conservation division coordinates
fiscal support, reviews policies and procedures as they bear on the issue,
and inspects and monitors environmental conditions, among ..her
responsibilities.254 These institutions, as well as other smaller undertak-
ings around the country, provide ongoing research into practical methods
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of long-term preservation, as well as emergency measures. No single publi-
cation however, provides an assured forum for the results and updates on
all research in this field.266 No single annual meeting provides a podium
for reports of the year's major findings in conservation, preservation, and
restoration of books, archives, manuscripts, and other forms of written
material. No efficient network prevents duplication of efforts or ineffective
use of the minimal funds available. (One effort in this area is the first
edition of the RLG Preservation Union List, published in 1984, which is a
set of fiche listing 25,000 works for which member libraries hold master
microfilm negativcs.)2 No organization utilizes the knowledge of the few
experts in preservation to advise and support local or regional preservation
efforts. Some measure of unity in the profession's appeals to Congress and
exchange of information would certainly bolster any more complete pre3-
Prvation plans. Without suggesting that "all" research librariansagree to
any single dogrrA. various avenues could be opened and fundamental
principles established by interested organizations.

International Preservation Help

Communication is equally important in the fourth and final aspect of
professional responsei.e., international cooperation. Weider urged that
the "most important international tasks include those of coordinating
existing diverse activities, of preventing duplication of effort, of providing
IC a multilateral exchange of information...."957 When the National
L .ary of Australia used Israeli plastic bags to help vacuum pack low-use
materials, for example, the basic information on this successful process
was reported in Library Administrator's Digest.258 Perhaps surprisingly,
preservation work on an international level beganas early as 1898 when the
Keeper of the Vatican Library, Cardinal Fraiiz Ehrle, appealed to the
International Conference of Libraries held in Saint Gall to reappraise
existing restoration methods.259 Since that time various organizations have
worked diligently to promote the exchange of information on a truly
international basis. Perhaps the most familiar of these groups is Unesco
which produces such valuable material as the Unesco Journal of Informa-
tion Science, Librarianship and Archives Administration. One of Unesco's
most recent publications is Kathpalia's A Model Curriculum for the
Training of Specialists in Document Preservation and Restoration.213° In
1967 Cunha reviewed America's current role in the international preserva-
tion effort most disfavorably and little has changed in that estimate to date.

In Europe and in other parts of the world, restoration centres, usually
with government support, are making organized and coordinated efforts
to further crmservation of library materials. In the United States, what

is being done is privately financed. The United Starts, for some
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inexplicable reason, does not support the latemational Centre for the
Study of the Preservation and the Restoration of Cultural Property (the
Rome Centre).381

The International Federation of Libi ry Associations (IFLA) offers
improved hope for international coojeration in research with the organi-
zation of its Conservation Section.

Two international organizations have been able to help various countries
work on preserving their national archives: the International Council on
Archives (ICA) and Unesco. "Both ICA and UNESCO have published
studies on the requirements of modern archival buildings." "Countries
that have constructed new buildings in the recent past are Australia. India
(Uttar Pradesh, Gujaral, Andhra Pradesh), Indonesia, Japan and the Uni-
ted Kingdom. Countries that are planning new buildings are Belgivni,
India, Iran, Iraq, Kenya, Malaysia, and Singapore, to name but a few."213
F.W. Ratcliffe's Preservation Policies and Conservation in British
Libraries: Report of the Cambridge University Library Conservation
Project offers a current overview of the state of the field in England.
American libraries are not alone in noting that:

Whilst preservation awareness is growing in libraries of all kinds, few
libraries have preservation policies and, of those, only the largest can
afford to pursue them in any realistic sense....The report makes recom-
mendations for action in two areas, first within individual libraries
involving little or no additional expenditure and immediately applica-
ble, secondly at a national level.214

While the paper preservation problem is too enormous to contemplate a
worldwide solution, the gains to be derived from the international
exchange of information and research should prove well wot th the rela-
tively small expenditures of personnel, time, and money.

Librarians as a Profession: Summary

While internationally slow, the other first efforts toward the profession's
acceptance of its responsibility for paper preservation nave proved fruitful
enough to warrant continued outlays along the same lines. As Robert
Patterson states:

We must not only attempt to develop preservation progra.ns, but we
must also develop stronger critical faculties about what we intend to
save, and how we intend to go about it. We have more choices today than
we had five years ago, a nd281,e number of choices will increr as we move
toward the next century.

The ongoing lack of federal support for both research ane actual conserva-
tion continues to severely limit the active participation of librarians in this
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field. The Library of Congress continues to serve as a valuable resource but
its Preset vation Department has not developed into the working model
and national leader that it might once have been. Research at the Barrow
Laboratory remains the basis of virtually all work in the field. The few
training grounds for library conservationists produce highly skilled
workes. Various local, regional, and even national organizations and
programs continue to provide worthwhile information and education.
The ALA and the MC (American Institute or Conservation of Historic
and Artistic Works) continue to bring the issue before practicing librarians
and conservators. Of course ARL's continued support in several facets of
this field is most encouraging. Publishers who use permanent paper for
significant works must simply get more library business than those who do
not. Each of these areas adds something to the overall solution of this
problem although no single item stands alone as a sufficient answer.

LOCAL PLANS

"Conservation must soon join Cataloging, Acquisitions, Circulation and
other departments as basic components of the library's organization."286
This concept of preservation as an integral component of a library's
operation forms the third recommendation for future actioni.e.,after the
use of microfilm and professional response to the issue. Pamela Darling
suggested:

That this apparent conflict between preservation needs and ongoing
program commitments is not actually a conflict of priorities but only of
perceptions....there is scarcely a library function...that does not affect the
potential lifespan of individual items in col lections....The first adminis-
trative challenge, then, is not to pull resources out of some nonexistent
hat in order to start a new program, but to identify, analyze, rationalize,
and adjust what is already being done in light of what we can now
recognize as the effects of historical practice on the preservation of
collections .s"

For the librarian who intends to handle a single institution's preservation
problems, various useful plans exist as guides for different levels of invol-
vement. "Obviously the small library cannot afford the luxury of a full-
time staff person devoted to the duties of conservation officer; however, all
staff can be made aware of conservation basics. The physical plant should
be surveyed for potential hazards and a disaster plan developed."263 These
designs are comprised in the third form of recommendation of future
action, after the use of microfilm and professional response to the issue.
Cunha's What an institution Can do to Survey its Conservation Needs is an
excellent, practical, organized manual which can be used when evaluating
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the physical plant and environment. The book includes a series of ques-
tions, a summary grid, and forms for various special aspects of the collec-
tion.2e9 Larger libraries might appreciate Darling's Preservation Planning
Program Manual which "is designed primarily a guide for libraries
undertaking a formal study of preservation needs as a foundation for
planning programs to meet those needs....It...r- oses a library staff
large enough to permit the assignment of abc 'ozen people to the
job."2" A large companion volume, Preservgeon Planning Program
Resource Notebook, contains "important, of ten difficult-to-acquire docu-
ments" and serves as a vital tool for libraries that are seriously following
the Manua/.271 Es.s,ntially two basic types of recommendations appear
repeatedly in the literature: single unit, in-house workshops and repair
sections which focus as much on restoration as preservation and the
multidimensional, interdepartmental, all-inclusive plan. Particularly

. len public and smaller college libraries are considered, it is certainly true
that "we have had almost a professional lifetime during which the need for
conservation measures have been recognized, and yet few libraries in this
country...yet have anything resembling a conservation programme or a
conservation unit of significance.272

Basic Mend ;ng

The first of these options is an essentially simple setup based on the
expertise of a few individuals. As Ready urged in 1978, few "libraries have
even the most elementary of mendinservices, but those should be an
essential part of the library economy? Virtually any interested research
librarian can easily locate some specific, useful manuals and articles which
assist in limited in-house preservation and conservation efforts. Pearl
Berger, for example, provides detailed guidelines for the establishment of
an in-house repair shop in the Library Journal "Series on Preservation."
Her practical program includes advice on everything from training staff to
ultimate size or program."' Jane Greenfield's Books: Their Care and
Repair is "not a book to be read through but one that should lie open on
the workbench....""" It includes a list of expendable materials and a list of
suppliers. Hedi Kyle's Library Materials Preservation Manual describes
reversible procedures designed for use by the novice."' Barrow, in Manu-
scripts and Documents: Their Deterioration and Restoration, described the
standard restoration procedures and chose the one he found most effective.
While the material is slightly outdated (originally published in 1955,
second edition in 1972), the background remains quite useful for the
novice.r" For the librarian who finds even these efforts too much, advice is
also available. Richard Smith advises that even it:
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a library does not want to make any preservation effort, the library
should rebind its books before they are on average fifty-five years old.
Once books are rebound, they can be used for a substantial additional
period with no further expense for preservation....Libraries should not
spend money restoring books unless they also protect the books from acid
attack by deacidifying them."

National organizations also provide materials. For example, "the Preser-
vation Planning Project of the Association of Research Libraries' Office of
Management Studies (ARLOMS)...is a one-time project aimed at putting
'self-help' tools into the hands of people responsible for developing preser-
vation programs."2" Dan Hazen offers a useful article which "first delin-
eates the types of decisions implied by reservation activity and then
suggests structures and criteria for each."

A variety of tools and services is available to librarians interested in
small-scale, in-house preservation work.2"1 The Library Binding Institute,
a trade association, will "examine free of charge volumes for libraries to
determine compliance with contract specifications...."2"2 Laboratories are
now available to have any of dozens of tests conducted on paper. One such
laboratory is the Chicago Paper Testing Laboratory in Northbrook, Illi-
nois, which will test, among other factors, fiber, tensile strength, printabil-
ity, resistance to grease, and folding endurance according to TAPPI and
ASIM procedures. "A paper-testing kit developed by the W.J. Barrow
Laboratory is available from Applied Science Laboratories Inc., 2216 Hull
St., Richmond, VA."1.8 The Gaylord catalog offers bottles of Wei T'o
deacidification solutions as well as a pH Pencil Detector. Available upon
request from Wei T'o are technical notesTN-IO2, TN-101to give "gen-
eral information" and "application techniques" on the company's prod-
ucts. From the same source, upon request, "Use of Magnesium
Bicarbonate Prepared with Magnesium Hydroxide and Club Soda to Pro-
tect Paper against Aging" is available. This is a useful, fairly simple
version of a sophisticated procedure to be performed by essentially
untrained personnel with readily available materials.284 Boxes for the
Protection of Rare Books is also useful. "It is hoped that these instructions
will enable anyone with some degree of manual dexterity to fabricate these
boxes without difficulty."'" Howard Lowell's "Planning for Library
Conservation" and Robert Schnare's "How to Handle Your Deteriorating
Book Collections" each offer a list of suppliers and a basic bibliography.'"
Mary Lynn Ritzenthaler's Archives and Manuscripts: Conservation covers
philosophy, the nature of archival materials, causes of deterioration, envi-
ronment, storage, administration, a conservation survey, various treat-
ments and includes a glossary, 12 basic procedures, a bibliography,
audiovisual sources, 40 suppliers, 7 regional conservation centers, 15 con-
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servation organizations, and 7 funding sources.297 John Feulner's 1980
guide, "Selected Information Resources on Pulp and Paper," fins 27 orga-
nizations of various kinds which do work in this field. Information on each
includesas availableaddress, phone, areas of interest, holdings, publi-
cations, and information services f°° Between this advice for the minimally
involved and the numerous articles for the genuinely interested, the estab-
lishment of a small in-house effort should not prove too difficlut to plan.

All Inclusive Local Plans

The second optioni.e., an elaborate, all-inclusive designis more diffi-
cult to plan but also a great deal more useful to implement. Several
institutions, for example, have ongoing programs to preserve, or film titles
from certain time periods, on certain sz.ojects, or in certain collections.
None are inclusive or coordinated but they do exi st.299 Other libraries have
written plans to handle preservation on various levels. Cornell, for exam-
ple, recently published Conservation, Safety, Security, and Disaster Con-
siderations in Designing New or Renovated Library Facilities at Cornell
University Libraries. It covers building sites and overall physical plans,
interior environment, fire detection, alarm and extinguishing systems, and
security and emergency equipment.299 With Cunha's exhortation in mind,
however, at least two sound designs have emerged.291 The first step is to
make "prevention of damage the immediate goal in all libraries and widely
advertise the steps that can be taken 'in-house' to accomplish that."292 In
1979 two well-written, detailed schemes for these first steps were created by
Robert Patterson ("Organizing for Conservation")292 and the Standing
Committee of the IFLA Section on Conservation ("Principles of Conserva-
tion and Restoration in Libraries").294 The former acts as a realistic
detailed guide while the latter serves well for the broad principles of the
issues involved.

Patterson Plan

Robert Patterson's Library Journal article sets out a well-defined program
which allows for individual flexibility while encompassing all the aspects
of paper preservation that a single library can reasonably examine. "The
following is presented as a model for the library where the need for estab-
lishing a conservation program has been recognized, but where...the
librarian may feel unprepared to embark upon such a venture without
guidance." Rather than establishing a separate department, Patterson
advises forming a committee composed of all library functions Which
could be of use or potential use. His "charges to the committee" include:
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Examine the library's physical environment and make recommenda-
tions for enhancement of environmental factors, including an effective
monitoring system,...prepare a disaster plan for the library,...examine
current handling, bindery, and processing practices and bring them into
conformity with accepted conservation principles,...explore avenues
which will provide the library with access to professional conservation
expertise and facilities,...recommend what in-house physical treats ent
can be undertaken for minor cleaning and/or repair of materials,...de-
velop an integrated systems approach in responding to materials identi-
fied as usable,...identify possible sources of funding for conservation
programs,...establish a clearinghouse of information for in-house and
external use,...explore the feasibility of joinincsooperative conservation
efforts at local, regional, and national levels.

Patterson's specifics for each separate charge supplement these brief state-
ments, making implementation of this plan eminently feasible. The
emphasis required on the various sections probably changes from institu-
tion to institution :nh. the plan is too flexible to hinge on any specific
priority of objectives. Perhaps the greatest virtue of this design is its
completeness. The other partial solutions examined earlier all ignored
some vital aspect of paper preservation. Microfilm demands too much of
any single library; this plan aims at only what can be realistically accom-
plished in any institution. Urging publishers and printersto adopt Perma-
life paper failed to provide for retrospective preservation; this plan calls for
"an integrated systems approach" to that material most in need of atten-
tion. Educating librarians and novices in the issues and solutionswhilea
worthwhile undertakingfailed to actively handle any of the problems
taught; this plan provides for ongoing information exchanges as well as
concrete action. Accepting the responsibility for these materials as a
professionalso a valuable undertakingis incorporated in Patterson's
objectives concerning possible funding sources, access to "professional
conservation expertise" and use of "cooperative conservation efforts."
International exchanges of information are generally too large to be the
focus of a single library but Patterson's plan indirectly encourages utiliza-
tion of any information from such a source. These practical specifications
are most useful in their flexibility, as they allow for individual manage-
ment structures and the implementation of cooperative arrangements. His
final objective may well prove the most important as this alone opens the
door to a truly large, national solution to the preservation problem. The
encouragement of resource sharing ultimately encourages the potential
salvation of at least one copy of a most significant recordi.e., the preser-
vation of paper records in a systematic national program. Whatever
emphasis the individual library places on each of Patterson's objectives,
the overall plan incorporates virtually every useful, potential, and partial
solution to the issue.



IFLA Plan

While not as broad in outline as Patterson's plan, the IFLA document,
"Principles of Conservation and Restoration in Libraries," gives specific
guidelines for in-house preservation. "The purpose of the 'Principles' is to
establish a responsible attitude to conservation and restoration in libraries
and to encourage those entrusted with the care of libraries and archive
collections, old and new, to formulate a positive policy on the future of
those collections."n7 These principles include details on such factors as
humidity and temperature.

Poole's comments on management, when utilized in conjunction with the
IFLA document and Patterson's plan, help to round out the background
needed to handle the paper preservation problem on a local level.

Remember that conservation is an across-the-board function that affects
nearly all aspects of library and archival operations. Submerging book
conservation...in an administratively obscure section of the process:rig
department is a certain guarantee of the failure of your conservation
program....a good program requires centralized responsibility for bind-
ing, [or collections maintenance, and for restoration. In most cases, a
centralized budget [or preservation would be essential as well."'

With the information and advice above, a great deal can be accomplished
on a local level, particularly when part of that involvement includes
cooperative arrangements on a larger scale.

PLANS ON THE NATIONAL LEVEL

The "responsibility for preserving those items held by more than one
library can be shared. By dividing the work, at least one copy of many more
titles can be saved, and scarce human and financial resources will not be
squandered on duplicate efforts. The principle is sound, but the challenge
of implementing it is yet to be met." 9°° This final recommendation for
actioncooperative organization on a national levelconsists of more
theory than fact. "Unfortunately, development of a national approach has
been painfully slow, due to the complex technical nature of the problem
and the necessary preoccupation of the profession with severe financial
problems, dramatic changes in bibliographic control, and the advent of
networking."s00 In 1982 the National Conservation Advisory Council pub-
lished one broad proposal covering, among otherhings, library materials.
In the proposed charter for a National Institute for Conservation, the
purposes of the Institute include:
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To provide for voluntary cooperation and planning among institutions,
programs, and individuals in the United States concerned with conserv-
ing the nation's publicly and privately owned cultural property; to assist
in meeting national conservation needs through information, education
and scientific support programs for conservation professionals; to
enhance public understanding of conservation principles and problems,
provide a center for communicating with public and private conserva-
tion efforts in the United States and abroad, and increase the level of
conservation capability and its support in the United States 8D1

If funding plans prove successful, this institution might prove valuable to
libraries before the end of this decade. Nevertheless, Stipe observes cor-
rectly that if "the preservation-conservation fight is an underfunded,
unsupported and often lost cause, it is largely because we preservationists
have not made our case in terms of today's market." s0°

In 1967 Cunha wrote out the preamble, articles of membership, and
legislation necessary for formation of a co-op funded by the federal govern-
men t. In doing so he noted that a "cooperative approach to conservation of
library materials under which libraries in each region pool their efforts and
resources might accomplish jointly what most of them are unable to
accomplish individually."" While more useful plans have been written
and applauded by sectors of the profession, no more reasonable and suc-
cinct statement of the principle exists. To accomplish jointly what cannot
be accomplished separately, some cooperation is vital if the human record
of this nation is to survive the paper it is printed on.

Finances

Prior to discussions of any particular plan for the establishment of a
national system of conservation and preservation, two problems require
some minimal examinationi.e., finances and the selection of material to
be included. While these items have been briefly mentioned in other
contexts, they are so pivotal to a national project that special emphasis is
useful. Edwin Williams, in 1970, stated that when "it comes to sources of
financial support...[for a national, preservation/resource sharing
system]...there has appeared to be no alternative and there has been no dif-
ference of opinionthe problem of deterioration is too large, it is agreed,
to be solved unless substantial federal funds are provided." 3°4 Despite
variations on methods of obtaining such funds, this remains the general
consensus among professionals interested in the establishment of such a
system. Nevertheless, Margaret Child correctly points out that the "case
has yet to be made that library preservation is, or should be, a national
priority that has a claim on federal dollars....Neither is it an initiative that
has received much congressional attention.""' Whether the funds
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obtained from the government should be supplemented by private dona-
tions and/or local fees or payments remains debatable, as does the method
of approaching Congress. Should all federal funding of academic libraries
be replaced with a single fund for this massive, urgent project and if so,
how to persuade individual institutions to agree to such a plan? Should
this be proposed as a conservation or a resource-sharing plan or both?
Should a pilot project be set up before any request is made in order to have a
demonstratively working model to show Congress when the request is
finally made? Who should head the drive for funds, the ALA or the CLR or
the ARL or some yet unformed conglomerate of librarians, scholars, and
university presidents?

Such complex questions have no quick, obvious, or simple solution. One
of the few guiding principles may be that the broader the base of support
for this drive, the more optimistic the outcome. The completely united
appeal of librarians may not have the impact of a consortium of notable
scholars in all disciplinesi.e., university presidents, historians, scien-
tists, diplomats and politicians (whose best speeches will not be available
to their grandchildren), and distinguished faculty. In this age of increased
defense spending and cuts to the already slim humanities budgets, an
appeal to the practical application of the preservation of vital foreign
materials might help. In other words, an appeal from the broadest base of
support to the largest number of interests possible may help guide the
funding efforts. For a practical view of how to put this theory into practice,
see Peter Sparks's article "Marketing for Preservation" which explores
possible applications of Philip Kotter's Marketing for Nonprofit Organi-
zations to preservation fund raising." As Margaret Child notes: "I'm sure
that, especially these days, no one is still waiting hopeful for the federal
government to solve the library preservation problem."

Selection

Having disposed of the funding problem in a morass of new questions, the
second problem of selection arises. As Darling warned in 1974, taken
"together, libraries have enough material that should be filmed to keep all
the cameras in the world grinding away from now until 2001, so we'd best
order our priorities lest we lose the irreplaceable whilst tending to the
dispensable."" Librarians must not be intimidated by that choice but,
instead, simply remember that "we can choose what win survive and what
will perish just as we chose what was added to our collections in the first
place. Anci with that power and ability to choose comes inescapable
responsibility.""
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A 1980 article by Rose Mary Magrill, "Selection for Preservation: A Service
Study," examines various methods for choosing which boa Ks are to be
stored, filmed, or preserved in an individual library. Since a na ti anal center
must start with selections on an individual basis, these methods prove
useful when examined in the context of the proposed system. These deci-
sions can be made in at least three ways: during the circulation process
(which tends to garner the most frequently used books), by knowledgeable
staff members patrolling the aisles (an expensive use of highly skilled
personnel, or by a sample survey of what sections of the collection need the
greatest attention. This study concluded that the last solution would prove
most fruitful.31°

In March of 1985, Lisa Williams published "Selecting Rare Books for
Physical Conservation: Guidelines for Decision Making." "This article
discusses the rationale for, and the possible uses of, guidelines designed to
facilitate conservation decisions by systematically evaluating and weigh-
ing such factors as monetary, intellectual, and aesthetic values, projected
use and usability."311

The results of one other study on selection apply to this proposal. A 1965
ARL-sponsored study indicated that the "establishment of a central regis-
ter of best copies appears to offer no particular problem."312 "On the basis
of this study it was concluded that it is administratively feasible to establish
a nat'onal preservation collection of materials....This assessment...extends
to the identification of brittle...materials...."313 These results indicate that
an attempt to locate the copy of an old, brittle Library of Congress cata-
loged item which is in better condition than other copies should be
manageable.

These and other aspects of the selection process require a general consensus
among the involved parties before a plan is fully implemented. Will a
cutoff date be established after which all new books and journals will
automatically be included in the program? What is the priority system for
rare items? Who decides what is worth keeping in each field? Are research
libraries alone to be involved or do the public libraries, with their store of
popular items, have a right to be included? Are special libraries, such as the
Folger and Crerar, to be invited? What newsprint items will be included?
While not insurmountable, these and other questions may prove a stum-
bling block to any work on the project.

After all questions of finance and selection have been settled, at least to
what extent is possible, the next problem is which design to follow. While
several plans have been created en various levels of practicality, two
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continue to stand out as the most promising: Gordon Williams's "Preser-
vation of Deteriorating Books: Parts 1 and II,"3" and Warren Haas's
"Preparation of Detailed Specifications for a National System for the
Preservation of Library Materials."315 When considered in tandemas two
parts of a complete designthese two projects address almost every aspect
of the paper preservation issue.

Williams's Plan

In 1962, Gordon R. Williams published an article in Library Journal
entitled "Preservation of Deteriorating Books: Parts I and II." This report
is the result of a study supported and funded by the 1962 ARL Committee
on the Preservation of Research Library Materials. The report is based on
three principles. The first is that "our problem is to insure the continuous
availability...of all significant written records. "316 The second is that "even
though copies of books are adequate for many uses, the availability of the
original is also necessary to verify the accuracy of the copy."317 The third is
that "every library need not physically preserve its own particular example
provided it is assured that: a) another example is being preserved; b) its
patrons may have access to the preserved original when only that can
satisfy their needs; and c) a usable copy of the text is cheaply and readily
available for local use of its patrons whenever required."318 Williams's
plan assumes that a funding source would have to be located, as indeed it
will. "Analysis of the factors involved indicates that the most practical
solution requires the establishment of a federally supported central agency
that will physically preserve, for use when required, at least one example of
every written record of significance, and that will insure the ready avail-
ability of adequate copies and other records to all libraries."819 He offers
three possible sources of and organizational plans for obtaining federal
support. As mentioned earlier, this premise of government support has
become almost a given for any national system.= After gaining initial
capital funding and minimal maintenance support from the government,
this plan aims at a certain degree of self-sufficiency. "The income from the
sale of positive prints from [the] negatives can be expected, over a period of
years, to nearly balance the cost of the negatives. Therefore this program,
once established, will probably become largely self-supporting...."321
While this prediction may well prove overly optimistic, the concept of
working toward the highest degree possible of self-sufficiency can only
help in the struggle to obtain funding.

When funding creates a working system with some actual duties, four
major responsibilities take priority over all else: first, to "undertake the
centralized preservation of deteriorating records deposited by libraries";
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second, to "coordinate its own :,reservation program with local pro-
grams...to assure that all signittr-,.ii. records are preserved while avoid-
ing...duplication"; third, to "assure the ready availability of microform or
full-size photocopies of deteriorating mate' ials to all libraries"; fourth, "it-
self preserve...all microform masters made at its own expense or deposited
by...other agencies." the assumption is that locating and se-
lecting those items to be preserved will, for many years, be of less t. .por-
tance than answering the needs of the supporting libraries. This has a two-
fold virtue as a working hypothesis. As so much material needs to be pre-
served, simply handling what is offered take all the available time and
money for many yel;rs with, rit attempting to locate the only copies of indi-
vidual items. Second, for the plan to succeed, supporting ','itraries must be
very pleased with the -:-..rvice it renders or their dissatisfaction, or even with-
t,, awl, will affect participation of the other libraries as well as funding
bon. es. After the system is established and runiiinp.; smoothly, special pro-
jects may proved.

Williams's single source for materials is the research library. The agency
must not buy any copies as all funds will be needed elsewhere. As an
incentive, the first library "depos_ting a 'usable' or 'good' example of a
record will be allowed to buy a positive microform copy of that book for
half the cost of the print," either at the time of the deposit or later.323
Utilization of copyngli. aws and various programs will assure the addi-
tion of new materials and whatever foreign copies become available.

While seleciim of the high priority materials is nit detailed, Williarrs does
set out a guide of what win. ultimately be included in the system. "Fortu-
nately, one selection of books for their intellectual contribution has
already been made, and that is the selection by research libraries for
addition to their collections."324 His research determined that "four per-
cent of the collection will have to be discarded as not worth the cost of
preservation before it would be more economical to make the examination
than to preserve everything in the collection." is not a perfect base
of selection as some books may be missed due to budget problems or an
error in judgment, and some may be chosen that are only of temporary
value. Yet, despite these drawbacks, this criterion satisfies most of the
mak,' requirements of an efficient selection process for such a large -stale
projI ct.

These points of the Williams plan fail to include the many details and clear
guidelines set out in the pro-nsal. The broad outline of the plan, as
explained earlier, covers the main issues of the paper preservation prob-
lems. As Edwin Williams said in 1970:
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[Preservation of Deteriorating Books] was unanimously adopted
in principle by the [ARL] at its meeting of January 24, 1965; it
stands thereforeuntil changes are approvedas a statement of
the association's position, a plan of acti .3n that has been approved
by librarians of the institutions most vitally concerned with the
problem of deteriorating library materials. Hence it can be de' -
cribed as the most significant single document on the subject...."3

Haas's Plan

Warren J. Haas's master plan, "Preparation of Detailed Specifications for
a National System for the Preservation of Library Materials," has yet to be
brought up before a professional organization for approval or implemen-
tation, but it may very well lay the groundwork for the only plan so acted
upon. Haas insists that "the goal of dissemination and extended access is
more attractive than that of preservation to the public at large, many
library users, and even potential funding sources. In the end, however, the
two must be seen as inseparable of the fundamental library obligation to
create and maintain re:ources for research."'27 By acknowledging the fact
that preservation fails to stir he enthusiasm and support of extended
dissemination, Haas intends to educate and prepare ill sectors of society
for the concept that the two are both vital to ongoing research.

His premise is that the:

preservation effort requites [certain]...elements...if it is to succeed: a
dedicated group of individuals...; presentatic,a of sound programs of
action...that [generate] confidence and respect on the part of those whose
financ ial support is needed; and results that are readily evident....[Var-
ious problems include: a small pool for membership in the primary
group, any] proposed action must be realistic in both its aspirations and
its financial require..nents, [and the fact that this is] basically an unattrac-
tive

Whereas Williams focused on the requirements of establishing a national
agency, Haas focuses on the background requisite for such an
implementation.

Haas also supports four basic areas of action and responsibility, but his
ct antration is on more than the establishment of the national center.
First, is the requirement for continual research, a factor which is not
explicitly mentioned in Williams's plan. Second, the public, librarians,
and the financial powers involved must be educated and trained in the
paper problems. 'Third, individual libraries must establish and continue
local preservation and conservation efforts. Finally, after the groundwork
.as been established, collective action becomes the primary effort.32°
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Financially Haas's plan assumes a great deal of private funding. Different
groups pay for their own contributions, such as the Library of Congress
supporting a set of traveling exhibitions on papermaking designed to alert
the public to the imminent danger. Certain projects require organizational
sponsorship which presumably includes minimal funding, such as the
Library of Congress sponsorship of a "series of annual seminars to report
and review research activity on specific topics.""° Ultimately, however,
"Federal financial support of great magnitude is essential if the individual
research libraries of the country are to become in fact as well as in theory a
true national asset."331 Haas's assumption that various professional organ-
izations finance the effectual creation of a demand for preservation may
indeed prove necessary in any attempt to capture a sufficient portion of the
federal budget. Rather than creating a need where none exists, Haas
proposes educating the public and politicians about a need of which they
are unaware.

The numerous specifics of this plan cover aspects of the issue from train-
ing, to wooing university presidents, to establishing local plans of action.
Two major items require separateattentioni.e., establishment of a "pres-
ervation consortium" and care for "endangered titles." "A 'preservation
consortium' operating independently or under the auspices of the ARL or
the [CRL] and investing a modest amount of time and money would be the
most direct way to test the validity of the proposition ,'-tat collective action
is essential to further progress...."332 Such a consortium, howsoever it is
established, may wel: be a convincing argument to Congress and other
libraries that such a facility can function effective.y. "But given the diffi-
culty of attaining this theoretical goal of a national preservation collec-
tion, the principle of setting aside the best copies of 'endangered titles'
under conditions that will slow the rate of deterioration and expedite
access by reproduction...is still...sensible."333 While this alternative should
prove far less costly than a wholesale preservation project, selection alone
will prove costly in staff time. Unfortunately such stopgap measures may
prove necessary before a complete system can be established. Almost ten
years after the Haas plan, William Welsh commented that people "were
enthusiastic, energetic and sincere in 1976, but were all mistaken in believ-
ing that the Library of Congress, with the advice and consent of the library
community, could inaugurate [a national preservation program] by
itself."334

CONCLUSION

Examining the problems of paper preservation, no matter how tight the
limitations, involves more associated issues than a single article can
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include. The causes of paper deterioration, questionable validity of current
testing methods, fa. tors which compromise the nature of this issue, and the
modern tools to mate a solution all help to define the various facets of this
problem. Philosophically it must also be remembered that "a conservation
program seeks to create a balance between the protection an item receives
and its values and uses." little can be determined, from current
studies, concerning the extent of the damage in terms of physical items or
cost estimates that -only further, in-depth studies on a national basis will
pinpoint the number of books lost to ft ire generations. Unfortunately,'
what little evidence is available indicates that we do not have the time to
measure the damage done; steps to protect what remain must be taken
quickly. ?lore optimistic, however, is an examination of a few of the
possible solutions to this gargantuan problem. Microform technology
continues to expand. Librarians as a profession grow steadily more aware
of the problem through seminars, articles, and reports at annual meetings.
Deacidification methods continue to improve and massive amounts of
material can now be treated. Most encouraging of all, perhaps, are the
practical detailed specifics of the various plans for effective action on local
and national levels. Patterson, Williams, and Haas have designed work-
able plans and, even more, have provided specific objectives to be met by
every alert, involved librarian. "Certainly there are economic and organi-
zational problems in any course of action, but there are social implications
in our failure to art, since we are speaking of the preservation of a cultural
heritage. "u6 This decade, more than any other in our preservation history,
has the challenging potential to consummate a true solution. "We are in a
stage analogous to trying to decide on a classification scheme or a card
format; it's 1876 in the preservation field."

In July 1823, John Murray wrote in The Gentleman's Magazine, that "our
beautiful Religion, our Literature, our Science, all are threatened."338
Almost 160 years later Pamela Darling warns that "medieval leather bind-
ings now age more in ten years than they did in their first hunched; the life
expectancy of most contemporary record materials--books, photographs,
recordingsib shorter than our own." is the time to act. Scholar,
scientist, historian, student, F.Jlitician, papermaker, printer, publisher,
teacher, archivist, conservator, librarianall must move forward together
today. "To date, there is no evidence that the problem of preserving the
human record will some how be solved in the natural course of events."340
Or, as Warren Haas pointed out i 1976, "scholars, librarians, and archi-
vists do, in fact, have the responsibility to soave this preservation problem.
And that responsibility is not conditionedit does not depend on publii
perception, or amount of money, or anything else. It is our responsibility,
and we can either succeed or fail. The rate at which things are done is a
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function of money; whether or not they are done at all is a function of
people...."341
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APPENDIX
Supply Companies

Note: The companies in this appendix are listed merely to represent the various products
available Inclusion is in no circumstance a recommendation of either company or product.
Exclusion is not a commentary on availability, quality, or any other aspect of a company.

Archivart. Process Materials Corporation 301 Veterans Boulevard Rutherford, NJ
07070 (201) 935.2900; Robert Stiff. Catalog and price list received upon request.
Samples offered. "Process Materials Corporation fully guarantees all materials
shipped to be in accordance with specifications given in our catalogue." Includes
an application index, an alphabetical list of all products, and a basic division of
products into six categorits. Each section includes general guidelines, specifica-
tions, and instructions on what to look for in any brand of the product and how to
use it. The pH values are specified on all relevant items. Coverage include!
bookbinding, framing, prints and fine arts, photography, textile conversion, and
conservation equipment.

Conservation Resources International. 1111 N. Royal St., Alexandria, VA 22314,
(703) 549-6610; William Hollinger, Jr., President. Samples and catalog provided
upon request. (See also . illinger Corporation below.) Catalog contains an inter-
esting I2-page article on the atomic makeup of paper anc: e chemical reactions
involved in acidic deterioration and other types of degradation. Included are
"specifications for archival papers" and explanations of when to use each product.
Wei T'o products are included.

P.H. Glatfelter Company. Spring (=nave, PA 17362-0500, (717) 255-4711; Clinton
Clough, Jr., Market Research Manager. This paper company produces "coated and
uncoated papers [which] arc alkaline-sized, Acid-free, and have a pH above seven."
They ship to paper merchants and publishers all over the country. Their "Ageless
Text is a permanent-durable paper which meets specifications of paper quality for
historical publications sponsored by the National Historical Publications and
Records Commission." Further specifications and prices are available upon
request.

Hollinger Corporation. 3810 South Four Mile Run Drive, P.O. Box 6185, Arling-
ton, VA 22206, (703) 671-6600; Mary Hollinger, President. Catalog and price list
upon request. Product index with cross reference index available in back of catalog.
Upon request will Fend the Library of Congress' "Pulp Method of pH Measure-
ment and Calcium Carbonate Determination." When relevant, products are
marked to incliccce which standards they meet, such as the American National
Standards PH 1.53.1978 Photographic Activity Test. The products are primarily for
storing materials and include: bo-ts, envelopes, folders, document cases, micro-
form storage, mylar products, and paper, among others.

Jerome Business Forms, Inc. 20 Millpark Court,Maryland Heil. hts, MO 63043,
(314) 428-7799; Dan Ottenlips, CFC. Samples seta on request. This company now
produces W. J. Barrow's Permalife paper. "In 1976, when the Standard Paper
Company went out of business, Howard Paper Mills, Inc. of Dayton, Ohio,1 ought
all rights to Standard's grade structure, trade names and paper making devices.
Included was Standard's acid free paper, Pennalife....lf any reader wants to know



more about the chemistry of Permalife, wi.ich has been considerably improved
since the Standard Paper Company first made the grade, you may contact our
technical staff at Howard Paper Mills, Inc., 115 Columbia St., P.O. Box 982,
Dayton, Ohio 45401...." "400 year guarantee under normal conditions and over a
100 year guarantee under archival conditions. If product fails to last 400 years
return to JBF Inc....Paper will be replaced....Our acid free paper equals or exceeds
the specifications for a permanent/durable book paper established by W. J. Bar-
row...." The other unique point about this company, aside from its connection
with Barrow and its interesting guarantee, is that the watermarked bond paper is
provided in a format useful for formfeed computers, complete with tear-away
edges.

University P *ducts Inc. P.O. Box 101 South Canal St., Holyoke, MA 01041,
(800)628-1912. Catalog sent upon request. This catalog contains the largest se,..c-
tion of Archival Materials available anywhere." Some products are both acid free
and lignon free. Various storage containers are "metal edgcd for...vermin free
enclosure." A sample swatchbook of acid-free papers is available for purchase.
Mylar and Wei T'o products are sold.

See also supply sources listed by Carolyn Horton in her revised second edition of
Cleaning and Preserving Bindings and Related M"terials. Chicago: ALA, 1969, pp.
56-61. Each of these items was tested and approved in independent tests by Walter
McCrone and Associates at the request of the ALA's Library Technology Program.



CHRONOLOGY OF PAPER

c. AD 105 Ts'ai Lun of China creates paper

264 Date found on what is probably the world's oldest surviving paper as
discovered by the Swedish geographer and explorer Dr. Sven Hedin
(1865 to 1952)

793 Paper is made in Baghdad

900 Paper is made in Egypt

1035 Waste paper is repulped and recycled in Asia

c. 1158 Moors introduce paper in Spain

1300s Paper mills exist in Spain, Italy, Germany, and other European
countries

1348 First French mill starts at Troyes

1450s Johannes Gutenberg's invention of printing creates a higher demand
for paper in Europe

1575 Paper is first made in the new world at Cuhuacan, Mexico

1690 William Rittenhouse starts making paper near Philadelphia

1719 Rene A.F. de Reaumur offers the French Academy his idea that paper
could be made from wood

1774 The German Karl William Scheele discovers chlorine bleach which is
soon used to whiten paper

1798 Nicholas-Louis Robert, a Frenchman, patents the first machine for
making paper mechanically

1800 Matthias Koops, in London, sets up the first commercial mill using
wood to make paper

1817 The first successful creation of paper by mechanical means in the U.S.

1830s Moritz Friedrich Il lig's invention of alum rosin sizing is in wide use in
Germany

1890 Friedrich G. Keller, a German, patents a machine for grinding wood
into fibers to use in making paper

1866 Albrecht Pagenstecher sets up the first groundwood pulp paper mill in
the U.S.

1907 The English Librarian Cyril James Davenport (1848-1941) warns that
books being made will not last 100 years

1929 The American chemist Edwin Sutenneister (1876-1958) first tests book
paper for acid content

1959 Wiliam J. Barrow's research indicates that 97% of the U.S. books
printed in the 20th century have a life expectancy of less than fifty years

11 Dec. 1959 Standard Paper Manufactuing Company of Richmond Virginia pro-
duce- 'h first commercially viable, acid-free paper. i.e.. Permalife



1960s William J. Barrow's work confirms that of Sutermeister and adds a
great deal of information which still serves as the basis for much of the
work in the field

1960 The Association of Research Libraries establishes its Preservation
Committee

1963-74 William J. Barrow's wor. is published in seven volumes

1970 The Library of Congress' Information Bulletin begins to carry preser-
vation news on a regular basis. The Library of Congress establishes its
Preservation Office

1976 The Library of Congress publishes its National Preservation Program
for Libraries as one result of the nation's first planning conference on a
national preservation program

1980 First Annual Preservation of Library Materials Conference is held

Dec. 1981 Richard Smith's mass deacidification process, Wei T'o, becomes oper-
ational in Canada

1983 The Library of Congress spends 5% of its budget on preservation

Dec. 1981 The U.S. government agrees to spend ;11.5 million to build the
Library of Congress a mass deacidification plant
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